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S 0 M E T i V O - D I M E N S I O N A L 
M A R K O V P R O C E S S E S 
C.J. Ridler-Rows 
Grey C o l l e g e , Durham 
T h e s i s submitted to the U n i v e r s i t y of Durham 
i n a p p l i c a t i o n f o r the degree of Doctor of Philosophy 
1964 
A b s t r a c t of Ph.D. t h e s i s e n t i t l e d 
'Some two-c.imensional R'.arkov r r o c e s s e s 1 , 
submitted to ti.e u n i v e r s i t y of Durham oy C . J . .iidier-liowe. 
T h i s t h e s i s i s p r i m a r i l y concerned with the mathematical a n a l y s i s of some 
Markov processes .vhich take p l a c e on s. two-dimensional l a t t i c e of p o i n t s . 
i n the f i r s t two c h a p t e r s , niathemi.ticsJ models af two b i o l o g i c a l phenomena 
are considered, namely the competition f o r s i u r v i v i a i between two s p e c i e s , and 
the e f f e c t of an epidemic on a po p u l a t i o n . These models a r s ootained Dy a 
kno.'.n method whicn permits c e r t a i n random v a r i a t i o n s i n tne population s i z e s . 
F o r trie model of the competition p r o c e s s , i t i s found th a t one of the s p e c i e s 
almost c e r t a i n l y becomes e x t i n c t , and the l i k e l i h o o d of the e x t i n c t i o n of a 
given s p e c i e s i s i n v e s t i g a t e d . A l s o , tr.e e x p e c t a t i o n of the the time-at which 
e x t i n c t i o n occurs i s bounded, i r r e s p e c t i v e c f the i n i t i a l s t a t e , and an e s t i -
mate i s made of the t o t a l number of b i r t h s and deaths that occur before t h i s 
time. F o r the epidemic model, i t i s found that the epidemic a l n o s t c e r t a i n l y 
d i e s out, and the e x p e c t a t i o n of the time at which t u i s event f i r s t occurs i s 
estimated v/nen the i n i t i a l .-opviation i s i a r ^ e . V a rious c<uestions on the 
eventual s t a t e c f the population are e:iso considered-
i n the t h i r d c napter, a c l a s s of r e c u r r e n t two-cimensionai random walks 
i n d i s c r e t e time i s considered. A l i m i t i n g law i s found f o r the p r o b a b i l i t y 
d i s t r i b u t i o n of f i r s t passage times which i s i d e n t i c a l to the l i m i t i n g law i n 
the analogous s i t u a t i o n f o r Brownien motion. The method i s a l s o a p p l i e d to 
c e r t a i n continuous time random walks and to c e r t a i n random walks i n three 
tiii. e n s i o n s . 
The l a s t probleir. c o n s i d e r e d i s the d i s t r i b u t i o n of p o i n t s a t which a simple 
unsymmetric d i s c r e t e time random walk makes i t s f i r s t passage through the bounda-
r i e s of the h a l f and q u a r t e r p l a n e s . The l i m i t i n g d i s t r i b u t i o n i s found to be a 
form of e i t h e r normal d i s t r i o u t i o n or s t a b l e d i s t r i b u t i o n of order h a l f . 
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I n t r o d u c t i o n 
T h i s t h e s i s i s c h i e f l y concerned with the mathematical 
a n a l y s i s of some Markov p r o c e s s e s which have a two-dimen-
s i o n a l l a t t i c e of p o i n t s as t h e i r s t a t e space. The general 
background to t h i s work may be found i n the book ' I n t r o d u c t i o n 
to P r o b a b i l i t y Theory' by W. F e l l e r [ 7 ] , and r e f e r e n c e i s 
made to some w e l l known p r o p e r t i e s of c h a r a c t e r i s t i c func-
t i o n s , which may be found, for i n s t a n c e , i n the book 
" C h a r a c t e r i s t i c F u n c t i o n s ' by E. Lukacs [ 1 6 ] . The back-
ground to the work on p r o c e s s e s in. continuous time may be 
found i n the paper 'The c a l c u l a t i o n of the ergodic p r o j e c t i o n 
f o r Markov c h a i n s and processes with, a countable i n f i n i t y of 
s t a t e s ' by K e n d a l l and Reutor [ l 3 ] . 
I n c h a p t e r s 1 and 2, some p r o b a b i l i s t i c models of 
c e r t a i n b i o l o g i c a l phenomenti are considered, namely the 
competition f o r s u r v i v a l between two s p e c i e s , and the e f f e c t 
of an epidemic on a population. Models of these phenomena 
i n continuous time may be obtained by s p e c i f y i n g the b i r t h 
and death r a t e s f o r p a r t i c u l a r s t a t e s of the populations, 
although a complete mathematical s o l u t i o n i s then d i f f i c u l t . 
T h i s approach, u s i n g t h e o r e t i c a l or Monte C a r l o methods, has 
r e c e i v e d much a t t e n t i o n r e c e n t l y , i n p a r t i c u l a r i n papers by 
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B a r t l e t t [ l ] , [ 2 j , K e n d a l l [ l 2 ] , iind Reuter [ 2 0 ] . Chapters 
1 and 2 are a c o n t i n u a t i o n of the work of the l a s t mentioned 
paper, 'Competition P r o c e s s e s ' by Router, and c o n t a i n 
r e s u l t s on the l i m i t i n g behaviour of the models. 
In the ca s e of the competition between two s p e c i e s , 
considered i n chapter 1, suppose m and n denote the 
number of i n d i v i d u a l s of each s p e c i e s , and l e t . am, Y™ 1 he 
the b i r t h and death r a t e s of the s p e c i e s of s i z e m, and 
0n, 6mn the b i r t h and death rates; of the s p e c i e s of s i z e n. 
I n 'Competition P r o c e s s e s ' , Reuter has shown t h a t i t i s almost 
c e r t a i n that one of the s p e c i e s becomes e x t i n c t , and i t i s 
now found t h a t the expected time f o r t h i s to happen i s 
bounded. The p r o b a b i l i t y t h a t a given s p e c i e s s u r v i v e s the 
other i s i n v e s t i g a t e d i n the c a s e when the t o t a l population 
i s l a r g e , and i t i s shown t h a t the behaviour of t h e process 
then approximates to t h a t of a simple random walk w i t h 
t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t i e s proportioned to the death r a t e s 
"fmn, 5mn. I n f a c t i f 
then the p r o b a b i l i t y that the s p e c i e s of s i z e n s u r v i v e s 
the other tends to 
i ny - m8 ~ t( m&(y + &) ) 2 as m and n •* oo, 
1 r t 
u72 U% J du. 
The expected number of b i r t h s and deaths that occur before 
one of t h e s p e c i e s becomes e x t i n c t i s a l s o i n v e s t i g a t e d , and 
again t h i s depends only on the death r a t e s when the i n i t i a l 
p o pulation i s l a r g o , I f in and n a r e the i n i t i a l popula-
t i o n s , and E(n,n) i s the expected number of b i r t h s and 
deaths t h a t occur, then 
E(m,n) ~ ( y + 6 ) min ( i i | / Y i n / 8 ) , as in and n •* co. 
A l l the f u n c t i o n s whose l i m i t i n g behaviour i s considered here 
are f u n c t i o n s of p o s i t i o n which ere c h a r a c t e r i s e d by being 
the l e a s t p o s i t i v e s o l u t i o n s of c e r t a i n i n e q u a l i t i e s . By 
f i n d i n g s u f f i c i e n t l y good s o l u t i o n s of these i n e q u a l i t i e s , 
and by comparing the process w i t h other s i m p l e r p r o c e s s e s , 
the l i m i t i n g behaviour of these f u n c t i o n s i s found when the 
i n i t i a l p opulation i s large.. 
S i m i l a r approximations are a p p l i e d i n chapter 2 to a 
problem on the epidemic p r o c e s s . For the given model, i t i s 
shown t h a t , i f m and n are the i n i t i a l numbers of suscept-
i b l e s and i n f e c t i v e s r e s p e c t i v e l y , then the e x p e c t a t i o n of the 
time when the i n f e c t i v e s f i r s t d i e out completely i s proport-
i o n a l to log(m+n) when ( m + n ) i s l a r g e , and n > 0. 
Al s o , i f p. . ( t ) denotes the t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t y that the 
pro c e s s , i n i t i a l l y i n s t a t e i , i s i n s t a t e j at time t , 
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then, f o r the epidemic modal, P ^ j ^ * ^ tends to a unique 
l i m i t %^ as t tends to i n f i n i t y . Various questions are 
examined on the r a t e of convergence, w i t h r e s p e c t to j , of 
the s e r i e s E 7t .. 
At the beginning of chapter 3, the known r e s u l t i s noted 
that the simple one-dimensional random walk and one-dimensional 
Brownian motion possess the* same l i m i t i n g laws f o r t h e i r 
d i s t r i b u t i o n s of f i r s t passage times, i . e . the p r o b a b i l i t y 
that the f i r s t passage through the o r i g i n , s t a r t i n g a t a 
2 
d i s t a n c e y, occurs before; time ty tends to 
which i s the p o s i t i v e s t a b l e d i s t r i b u t i o n of order \. The 
analogous problems are then i n v e s t i g a t e d i n the two-dimens-
i o n a l c a s e . S t a r t i n g from a r e s u l t due to F . S p i t z e r , i t i s 
shown th a t the p r o b a b i l i t y t h a t the two-dimensional Browniati 
a 
motion reaches a d i s c about the o r i g i n before time r , 
s t a r t i n g at a d i s t a n c e r , tends to 1 - 2a 1 as r tends 
to i n f i n i t y , where a > 2. The generating f u n c t i o n f o r the 
d i s t r i b u t i o n of times of f i r s t passage through the o r i g i n i s 
then found f o r a g e n e r a l r e c u r r e n t two-dimensional random walk. 
Then, by u s i n g a Tauberian argument of a type due to Karamata, 
3 J 
1 - ( 3 / i 0 * *" e" u / du, as y •+ co, 
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i t i s found that the same L i m i t i n g lav/ holds f o r the random 
walk under s u i t a b l e c o n d i t i o n s . An i n t e r e s t i n g c o r o l l e r y 
to the l a s t r e s u l t i s i t s a p p l i c a t i o n to the l i m i t i n g be-
haviour of the d i s t r i b u t i o n of f i r s t h i t s on an a x i s f o r a 
r e s t r i c t e d c l a s s of r e c u r r e n t three dimensional random walks. 
I t f o l l o w s t h a t , when the random walk s t a r t s a t a d i s t a n c e r 
from the a x i s , the p r o b a b i l i t y t h a t the s i z e of the d i s p l a c e -
a 
ment p a r a l l e l to the a x i s i s l e s s than r , when the f i r s t 
h i t o c c u r s , tends to 1 - a 1 as r tends to i n f i n i t y , 
where a > 1 . 
The approximations used i n c h a p t e r s 1 and 2 i n v o l v e 
examining the behaviour of a p a r t i c u l a r l y simple type of 
random walk on a two-dimensional l a t t i c e , and i n chapter 4 
more e x t e n s i v e c o n s i d e r a t i o n i s given to a completely un-
symmetric simple random walk. McCrea and Whipple [17] i n -
v e s t i g a t e d the c a s e of a simple random walk on a r e c t a n g u l a r 
region, and extended t h e i r r e s u l t to v a r i o u s i n f i n i t e r e g i o n s . 
L a t e r Henze [ l l ] obtained the t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t i e s on the 
whole plane f o r the simple random walk, and from these 
obtained the t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t i e s on the h a l f plane with 
an absorbing boundary by u s i n g a r e f l e c t i o n argument. By 
employing a g e n e r a l i s a t i o n of a t r a n s f o r m a t i o n used by Henze, 
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and e a r l i e r by McCrea and Whipple, the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c f u n c t i o n 
of the d i s t r i b u t i o n of f i r s t h i t s on the boundary of the h a l f 
plane i s now found. Then, u s i n g methods given by Gnedenko 
and Kolmogorov [ 9 ] , l i m i t i n g laws w i t h e r r o r terms are found 
f o r the d i s t r i b u t i o n of f i r s t h i t s when the random walk s t a r t s 
a t a l a r g e d i s t a n c e y, say, from the boundary. Thus, i f 
the expected s t e p of the random walk i s not p a r a l l e l to the 
boundary, the d i s t r i b u t i o n of f i r s t h i t s obeys a type of 
c e n t r a l l i m i t law, w i t h mean and v a r i o u s p r o p o r t i o n a l to y. 
However, i f the expected s t e p i s p a r a l l e l to the boundary, 
the p r o b a b i l i t y t h a t , when the f i r s t h i t occurs, the d i s p l a c e -
2 
ment i n the d i r e c t i o n of the expectetd s t e p i s l e s s than t c y 
(where c i s a p o s i t i v e c o n s t a n t ) tends to 
- _' o 
±', t '•• -u"/2 
1 - (2Ac)' ' s du, as y -> oo when t > 0, 
J o 
and 0, as y •» oo when t < O. 
By u s i n g a r e f l e c t i o n argument, these r e s u l t s are a p p l i e d to 
o b t a i n s i m i l a r r e s u l t s f o r the d i s t r i b u t i o n of f i r s t h i t s on 
the boundaries of the quarter plane. 
The author i s very g r a t e f u l to F r o f e s s o r G.E.H. Reuter 
f o r suggesting these problems, f o r h i s h e l p f u l a d v i c e and 
encouragement, and f o r many u s e f u l comments during the 
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p r e p a r a t i o n of t h i s t h e s i s . He i s a l s o g r a t e f u l f o r d i s -
c u s s i o n s , w i t h P r . R.A. &on«iy, p a r t i c u l a r l y on the three d i -
mensional r e s u l t s at the end of chapter 3. The author a l s o 
wishes to thank the Department of S c i e n t i f i c and I n d u s t r i a l 
R esearch f o r a grant to pursue t h i s r e s e a r c h , and Mrs. M.E.J 
Thyer f o r typing the manuscript. 
Chapter 1. 
Competition between Two S p e c i e s 
1.1. T h i s chapter begins w i t h the d e s c r i p t i o n of a c o n t i n -
uous time s t o c h a s t i c process which was used by Reuter i n 
'Competition P r o c e s s e s ' [20J as a model of the competition 
bcrwecn two s p e c i e s . 
L e t bo a time homogeneous Markovian random v a r i a b l e 
w i t h a continuous time parameter t , l e t take v a l u e s on 
a countable s e t E, and l e t J .( -b)J be the corresponding 
m a t r i x of t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t i e s , i . e . 
p. . ( t ) = P r ( X t + t = J|X t = i { , i , . j 6 E, t o , t > 0 
where P r ( B | c j i s the c o n d i t i o n a l p r o b a b i l i t y of event B, 
given that event C o c c u r s . The competition process i s 
determined by s p e c i f y i n g the matrix of t r a n s i t i o n r a t e s 
Q = » def i n e d by 
= P l j ( 0 ) ' 
where 
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Q i j > O, i ^ j , 
( 1 ) Q. = - q.. > O, 
£ . = q. < co. 
j t i i J 
L e t the s t a t e space E c o n s i s t of the elements (m,n), 
where m , n = 0 , 1, 2, but ( 0 , 0 ) i s excluded. Then 
f o r i = (m,n), with m,n > 0, d e f i n e the t r a n s i t i o n r a t e s by 
q . = Qjn, j - (m+l,n), 
q i i = pn, J =; (m,n+lj, 
q = ymn, j = ( m - l , n ) , 
q. . = 6mn, j = (m,n-1). 
^ 3 
where a, p, y, 5 are a l l p o s i t i v e c o n s t a n t s , and otherwise 
put q . = 0. Then q. . = 0 i f i = (m.n) l i e s on one of i j i J 
the axes m = 0, n = 0. The s t a t e s i f o r which q. = 0 
l 
are c a l l e d absorbing. L e t A denote the s e t of a l l such 
s t a t e s , which, f o r the process j u s t defined, c o n s i s t s of the 
p o s i t i v e p a r t s of the m and n axes. 
The f o l l o w i n g r e s u l t s were proved by Reuter i n [ 2 0 ] . 
There i s a unique m a t r i x [ l ^ j f t ) } of t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t i e s 
corresponding to the given matrix Q = J q i » a n c* a P r o c e s s 
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s t a r t i n g from any point (in,n), w i t h m,n > 0, i s almost 
c e r t a i n to r e a c h some s t a t o i n A ( and w i l l remain there. 
A l s o the expected time to roach A i s f i n i t e f o r every s t a r t i n g 
p oint. 
I t i s demonstrated l a t e r t h a t the proof of the l a s t r e s u l t 
may be extended to show that the expected time to reach A i s 
bounded f o r a l l s t a r t i n g p o i n t s . Most of t h i s chapter i s 
however concerned w i t h examining by a n a l y t i c a l methods the 
asymptotic behaviour as the s t a r t i n g point goes to i n f i n i t y 
( i ) f o r the p r o b a b i l i t y t h a t the process i s absorbed i n a 
given one of the m a x i s arid n a x i s , and ( i i ) f o r the average 
number of t r a n s i t i o n s t h a t occur before reaching A. I n both 
c a s e s i t i s found that the asymptotic behaviour i s j u s t as i f 
the r a t e s am and [3n were ignored. 
I n t h i s model, i f m and n denote the populations of 
s p e c i e s 1 and s p e c i e s 2 say, then am and (3n are the r e s p e c -
t i v e b i r t h r a t e s , and yrnn and Sm.n the r e s p e c t i v e death 
r a t e s - As soon as one of m and r. becomes zero, the 
process i s stopped at the point where one of the s p e c i e s f i r s t 
becomes e x t i n c t . 
The r e s u l t s may be i n t e r p r e t e d as f o l l o w s . Whatever the 
i n i t i a l p opulations are, i t i s almost c e r t a i n that one of the 
- n 
s p e c i e s becomes e x t i n c t , and the expected time f o r t h i s to 
happen i s bounded. The asymptotic behaviour as the s i z e of 
the i n i t i a l populations goes to i n f i n i t y i s found ( i ) f o r the 
p r o b a b i l i t y t h a t a given s p e c i e s s u r v i v e s the other, and ( i i ) 
f o r the expected number of b i r t h s and deaths that occur before 
one population becomes e x t i n c t . 
1.2. I n t h i s s e c t i o n the behaviour of the p r o b a b i l i t y 
t h a t the process i s absorbed i n a given one of the m a x i s and 
n a x i s i s oxaminod. F i r s t l y i t i s shown t h a t the a b s o r p t i o n 
p r o b a b i l i t y c f the continuous time process i s i d e n t i c a l with 
t h a t of a c e r t a i n d i s c r o t e time process. T h c n the f o l l o w i n g 
lemmas aro used to provide a crude estimate i n Lemma 5 of the 
behaviour of tho absorption p r o b a b i l i t y , and, from t h i s , the 
main r e s u l t i s proved. 
Suppose a ma t r i x Q w i t h p r o p e r t i e s ( l ) d e f i n e s a 
unique continuous time process \p. . ( t ) } on a countable s e t 
E which c o n t a i n s a subset C, each member of which i s an 
absorbing s t a t e , i . e . q^ - 0 when i e C. K e n d a l l and 
Reutcr i n [ 1 3 ] , Theorem S ( i i i ) , showed t h a t the absor p t i o n 
p r o b a b i l i t i e s j x . } , where 
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(2) x. = Prf P r o c e s s reaches C s t a r t i n g from i } , i € B, 
are the l e a s t non n e g a t i v e s o l u t i o n ( y ^ j of 
j e E 1 J J 
( 3 ) 
y± = I f i € C. 
Now c o n s i d e r a second process on E i n d i s c r e t e time, d e f i n a d 
by the one s t e p t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t i e s 
P,. - ( l - ^ J l i / Q i . Q± > 0 , 
P i j = 6 i j ' Q i = °' 
where 6 i s the Kronecker d e l t a . C l e a r l y C i s a l s o a 
s e t of absorbing p o i n t s f o r t h i s p rocess. I t i s known ( s e e 
F e l l e r [ 7 ] , Chapter XV, s e c t i o n 8 ) that the a b s o r p t i o n prob-
a b i l i t i e s , as i n the d e f i n i t i o n (2), f o r the d i s c r e t e time 
process are the l e a s t non n e g a t i v e s o l u t i o n [y^J of 
( 4 ) 
Z P i j y j = y i ' 1 S E ' j € E 
y± = i , i e c 
S i n c e c o n d i t i o n s ( 3 ) and ( 4 ) are i d e n t i c a l , the a b s o r p t i o n 
p r o b a b i l i t i e s f o r the continuous time process may be c a l c u l a t e d 
by o b s e r v i n g the corresponding d i s c r e t e time process. 
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Lemma 1 i s a simple g e n e r a l i s a t i o n of c o n d i t i o n ( 4 ) , and 
provides a u s e f u l c h a r a c t e r i s a t i o n of the ab s o r p t i o n p r o b a b i l -
i t i e s . L e t p be a d i s c r e t e time process w i t h one step 
t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t i e s J p. .} on a countable s e t E and 
l e t C be a subset of absorbing s t a t e s i n E. L e t [ x } 
be the s e t of absorption p r o b a b i l i t i e s 
x^ = P r [ p reaches C s t a r t i n g from i } , i e E. 
Lemma 1. The absor p t i o n p r o b a b i l i t i e s { x , J a r e the l e a s t 
non n e gative s o l u t i o n of 
y. > X P l . y., i e s , 
y± > i- i e c , 
and x^ s a t i s f i e s these c o n d i t i o n s w i t h e q u a l i t y . 
Proof; L e t 
x^ = P r { p reaches C w i t h i n at most s s t e p s s t a r t i n g a t i } , 
i <= E, s > 0, 
( 5 ) a.Tid = 1 or 0, according as i t= C or not. 
g C l e a r l y x. s a t i s f i e s l 
( 6 ) x S + 1 = 2 p. . x S , i e E, s > O, 
s+1 s _ x. > x.. i £ a > 0. 
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By d e f i n i t i o n , x° < j ^ . Suppose that, f o r some s > 0, 
X i - y i f o r a 1 1 1 € E * the™ 
s+1 _ s „ „ x. = S p. . x. < S p. . y . < y. , i <= E. 
j 1 J 3 j 1 J J 1 
I t follows by induction that 
(7) xf < y. ., i £ E, s > 0. 
1 1 
To complete the proof of t lie lemma, l e t s •* co i n (6) and ( 7 ) . 
The next lemma proves some simple monotonic properties, 
which are required l a t e r , l o r a certain type of process p. 
Suppose that p has the state space of a l l points (m,n), 
where m, n = 0 , 1, 2, but (0,0) i s excluded, and 
suppose that each point of the positive parts of the m and 
n axes i s absorbing. Let C be the positive part of the n 
axis, and l e t x S(m,n), x(m,n) be the p r o b a b i l i t i e s corres-
ponding to x^, x^, defined i n Lemma 1, with i = (m,n). 
Suppose the one step t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t i e s of p are given, 
for i = (m,n) with m, n > 0, by 
p = a, j = (m+l,n), 
p ^ = b, j = (m,n+l), 
P ±j = c, j = (m-l,n) f 
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Pi;j = di J = (m.n-l), 
where a, b, c, d are non negative constants and a+b+c+d = 1 
Lemma 2. For m, n > 0 and s > 0, 
/ s s s 
(8) x (m-l,n) > x (m,n) > x (m,n-l), 
(9) x (m-l,n) > :c (m,n) > x (m,n-l). 
Proof: Clearly from ( 5 ) , x (m-l,n) > x (m,n m,n-l) 
when m, n > 0. Assuming (3) holds for a l l m, n > 0 f o r 
some fixed s > 0, and using ( 6 ) , i t follows that f o r 
m > 1, n > 0, 
x ° (m,n) = ax (m+1,n) + bx °(m,n+1) + cx (m-1,n J + dx ( m,n-1) 
< ax°(m,n) + bx S( m-1 ,n+jl) + cxS(m-2,nJ + dx S(m-l,n-l 
- x (m-l,nj, 
whilst f o r m = l ) n > 0 , s > 0 , 
s s x (m,n) < x (m-l,n) = 1 
s+1, , s+1, Hence x (m,n) < x (m-l,n) f o r a l l m, n > 0, and 
s+1 s*^ -1 
s i m i l a r l y x° (m,n) > x"" (m,n-l). Thus the f i r s t part of 
the lemma follows by induction, and the second follows on 
l e t t i n g s -» 03. 
I t i s now possible to show how the behaviour of a 
16 
process with non constant t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t i e s may be 
compared with that of a process which has constant t r a n s i t i o n 
p r o b a b i l i t i e s • Suppose P i s a second discrete time 
process on the same state space as p, with the axes 
absorbing again, and l e t X(m,n) be the probability that P 
i s absorbed i n the positive part of the n axis s t a r t i n g from 
(m,n). Suppose that, corresponding to the t r a n s i t i o n 
p r o b a b i l i t i e s a, b, c, d to neighbouring states f o r the 
process p, P has t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t i e s A, B, C, D 
which arc not necessarily constant functions of (m,n). 
Lemma 3. Suppose the t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t i e s s a t i s f y 
(10) A < a, B > b, C > c, D < d, A+B+C+D = 1, 
when m, n > 0. Then X(m,n) > x(rn,n) f o r a l l m, n > 0. 
Proof: Using the convention i n Lemma 1, (S), i t follows that 
X(m,n) > x^(rr.,n). Suppose that f o r some s > 0, 
X(m,n) > x (m,n). Then using the i t e r a t i v e construction ( 6 ) , 
i t follows that f o r m, n > O, 
1 S g g 
x (m,n) = ax (m+l,n) + bx°(m,n+l) + cx (m-l,n) + dx (m,n-l) 
S '5 S S 
= Ax (m+l,n) + Bx'(m,n+l) + Cx (m-l,n) + Dx (m,n-l) 
s s s s +(a-A)x (m+l,n)+(b-B)x (m,ii+l) + ( c-C)x ( m-1 ,n) + (d-D)x (m,n-l). 
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But from (8) i n Lemma 2, aad(10), (a-A)x S(m+l,n) < 
m,n), and s i m i l a r l y (b-B)x S( m,n+l) < ( b-B)x S(m,n), 
etc. Hence 
x (ra.n) < AX(m+l,n) + BX(m,n+l) + CX(m-l,n) + DX(m,n-l) 
using the last part of Lemma 1 applied to P. Clearly 
s+1 
x (m,n) < X(m,n) on the positive parts of the m and n 
axes. Hence, by induction, xS(m,n) < X(m,n) f o r a l l s > 0, 
and then x(m,n) <X(m,n) on l e t t i n g s -» to. 
The following lemma gives the behaviour of x(m,n) i n 
a p a r t i c u l a r l y simple case which is used i n Lemma 5. 
Lemma 4. Suppose b = 0 and c > a > 0. Then there i s a 
constant lc such that, givran e > 0, 
where k = (d(c+a-4ac)/(c-a) } z . 
Proof: I t i s noted f i r s t that x(m,n) i s 0 and 1 on the 
+ {(a-A) + (b-B) + (c-C) + (d-D)JxS(m,nJ 
= X(m,n), 
x(m,n; > 1 when n > md/(c-a) + k/^ 
positive parts of the m and n axes respectively. For 6 
real and |6| < 1, l e t 
w n 
V L 6 ) = 2_ x(m,n) 0 , when m > 0, 
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and l e t V.AB) = 2, x(0,") 6 = —2-=-. Then from the 
O n=l 1 - o 
difference equation of the type (4) s a t i s f i e d by x(m,n), i t 
follows that V ( 6 ) s a t i s f i e s m 
( l l ) aV ^,(8) - (l-d6)V ( 6 ) + cV (d) = O, m > 0, m+1 m m-1 
with V m(0) bounded by C 1— I © J ) 1 The general solution of. 
( 11) i s 
w; + Ku™, 
where H and K are ar b i t r a r y constants, and u and u 
are the roots of 
2 
au - (l-d0)u + c = 0. 
Since u j u 2 = c/a > 1, one of the roots has modulus > 1, 
and the corresponding terra i n the general solution i s unboun-
ded. Hence the bounded solution of ( l l ) , s a t i s f y i n g the 
boundary condition f o r V^O), i s 
Suppose m i s tenporarily f i x e d , and, noting the inequality 
(9) i n Lenna 2 and also that x(m,0) = 0, consider a random 
variable Z v/ith m 
Pr{Z m= n} = x(mi,n+l) - x(n,n), n > 0. 
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Then for |0| < 1, the generating function of the d i s t r i b u -
t i o n of Z i s m 
J 0 Pr(Z a= n] 6" = {x(m,n+l) - x(n,n)j 6 ° 
(9) 
m 
= |( l-de) - f ( l - d 6 ) 2 - 4 a c F j m 
f rom(12), 
= G (9) say. m 
The form of G (6) may bo explained as follows. Let the m 
random variable Z be the number of steps ( 0 , - l ) taken 
before the displacement i n the m dir e c t i o n roaches - 1 . 
Then i s i n fact the sum of ra independent random 
variables, each with the ssnm d i s t r i b u t i o n as 2. Hence Z 
oo n 
has the generating function G (6) = E P r i z = ni6 and Z 
1 n=0 " 1 i m has the generating function G ( 6 ) = J G ( 6 ) | . 
m 1 
Since G ( l ) = 1, i t follows that Z i s f i n i t e with m m 
prob a b i l i t y 1. By successively d i f f e r e n t i a t i n g G (6) at 
m 
9 = 1 , i t i s easily found that the d i s t r i b u t i o n of Z has 
m 
f i r s t moment [x = md/(c-a), 
2 -3 2 and variance c = md( c+a-4ac)(c-a) = k m say, where k 
is independent of m. Also, by the Tchebychev inequality, 
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2 
Pr{z > Li+hi < Pr( |Z - u| > h] < 2L, h > 0. m r- J - m r ~ ,2' 
n 
To complete the proof, l e t h = -2 = k^/(m/s). Then i f 
V e 
n > md/(c-a) + kV(n/e) = (J.-*-h, i t follows that 
1 - x(m.n) = Pr[z > n] < P r l z > u+hj < e-m ~ m ~ 
The process P defined i n the discussion preceding Lemma 3 
i s now i d e n t i f i e d with the discrete time process correspo-
nding to the competition, process i n the v/ay described at the 
beginning of t h i s section,, A crude estimate i s obtained f o r 
the p r o b a b i l i t y X(m,n) that P reaches the n axis, and i t 
i s i n t e r e s t i n g to compare this estimate with results described 
by Neyman, Park and Scott i n [ 1 8 ] , section 3. 
Lemma 5. Suppose the process P i s defined by 
A(m,n) = am/(an+pn+ymn+6mn), B(m,n) = pn/(am+pn+ynin+6mn), 
C( m, n) = ymn/( am+(3n+Ymn+6mn}, D( :m, n) = 5mn/( am+pn+Ymn+&mn), 
for m,n > 0. Then for every positive e and rj f there i s 
a constant k such that 
X(m,n) > 1 - £, when n > m( 5y 1 + T ] ) + k, 
and X(m,n) < e, when n < m( 5y -rj) - k. 
Proof: I t i s only necessary to prove tho lower bound, since 
the upper bound follows on interchanging tho roles of m and 
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n, using the r e s u l t of Reuter i n [20_ that the process 
i s certain to reach the axes, and using the result obtained i n 
the discussion at the beginning of t h i s section. The proof i s 
divided i n t o two parts. In the f i r s t : part, by comparing P 
with a second process p i t i s shown that, f o r large m and n, 
P behaves almost as i f a and (3 were ignored, and P reaches 
a certain l i n e m = M, n > N with probability at least 1 - e/2, 
when the s t a r t i n g point ^ mQ , no^ s a t i s f i e s 
(13) mQ > M, n ( ) > Sy*"1 + n,) + k. 
In the second part, a similar approximation shows that 
X(m,n) > l-e/2 when 0 < m < M, n > m(6Y _ 1 + T]) + k. Thus i f 
N i s large enough, P reaches the n axis with p r o b a b i l i t y at 
least 1 - s/2, s t a r t i n g from any point of the l i n e 
m = M, n > N. Combining t h i i i with thp f i r s t part, the Strong 
Markov Theorem shows that x ^ m 0 ' n o ^ - 1 ~ E w h e i * ( 13) holds. 
( i ) Consider the region m > M, n > N, where M and N 
are positive integers to be chosen l a t e r . An estimate i s now 
found for the probability that P reaches the l i n e 
m = M, n > N. A second process p i s constructed on t h i s 
region and i t i s supposed temporarily that the boundary points 
absorb both processes. For m > M, n > N, l e t 
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a = (£)/(Y+6) > ( f ) A f + I + Y + 6) = A(m,n), 
b = O < B( m,n), 
C = Y / ( f + | + Y+ ^  < Y A f + f + Y + 6) = C(m,n), 
d = l - a - b - c , 
where d > D(m,n) i f 
1 ~ ( f ) / ( Y + 6 ) - Y / ( | + I + Y+6) > 5 / ( | + | + Y + S ) , m > M,n > N. 
The l a s t condition holds i f 
(I'D ^ > a ( a + P + 6 ) 
Also, since a •» 0, c -* Y / ( Y + & ) > D _ > & / ( Y + S ) A S M J N "* 0 0> 
there exist fixed integers and N such that 
( 1 5 ) d/(c-a) < 6 Y _ 1 + T I / 2 » M > MQ, N > N Q . 
Suppose 
(16) M = MQ and N > max[N , Ma( a+ |3 + 5)/( Py) I • 
Condition ( l 4 ) now holds, so that P and p now sati s f y the 
conditions ( 10) of Lemma 3 apjslied to the region m > M, n > N. 
Also Lernna 4 may be applied to p. Hence there i s a constant 
such that f o r a l l s t a r t i n g points ( mQ> n 0) satisfying 
(17) m0 > M, n Q > N + (n^- M)d/(c- a) + k 0l2(m - M)/e] 
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Pr[p reaches the; l i n e ra = M, n > N ] 
> Pr[P reaches tho l i n e m = M, n > N 
before the l i n e m > M, n = N] 
> Pr[p reaches the l i n e m = M, n > N 
before the l i n e m > M, n Nj 
> 1 - e/2 
( i i ) A rough estimate i n now found f o r the probability that 
P reaches the n axis- Consider the region m > 0, n > N , 
where i s an integer to be chosen le.ter, and suppose that 
the boundary points of the region are temporarily made absorbing. 
Another process p^, ( s i m i l a r to p i n part ( i ) ) , i s constructed 
on the same region with the boundary points s t i l l absorbing. 
For m > 0, n > N , l e t 
b = 0 < B(m,n), 
c = Y / f a + P + Y + 5 ) < Y / ( ~ + j ~ + Y + & ) = C(:n,n). 
d = 1 - a - b - c , 1 1 1 1 
where d^ > D(m,n) i f 
l - (.§-)/(Y+ 6) - Y / ( A + P+ Y - 1 ' 6) > 6/(- + -2+ Y + 5 ) . m > °» n > N • 
JN _ n in l 
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This holds i f 
1 - ( § - ) / ( Y + 6 ) - Y/(a+p+ Y +5) > . S / ( Y + * > J » 
and, since t h i s holds f o r a l l large enough N^, choose to 
be the least such integer. 1? and now sat i s f y conditions 
( 10) of Lemma 3, applied to the region m > 0, n > , and 
Lemma 4 may be applied to p^. Hence there i s a constant k 
such that f o r a l l s t a r t i n g points (m,:n) satis f y i n g 
(18) m > 0, n > N1+ n i d ^ c - a ) + k^m/e} 2, 
X(m,n) = Pr[p reaches the n axis? 
> Pr[p reaches the l i n e m = 0, n > 
before the l i n e m > 0, n = N^j 
> Pr[p^ reaches the l i n e m = 0, n > 
before the l i n e m > O, n = N j 
> 1 - e/2., 
Now, using ( 16) and (18), choose N to be the least integer 
such that N > max^, Ma(a+(3+fc)/((3y), N + Md /( c - a ) + k ^  ( 2m/e )] . 
M i s chosen i n (16). Then, using (15), (16), (17) and ( l 8 ) , 
choose k > 0 such that 
-1 — 
(19) m( 5y +n) + k > N + (m-r.l)d/( c-a) + k0J2(m-M)/e? 2, m > M, 
(20) m(6y + T}) + k > NJ+ md^ic - a ) + k [2m/ej 3, 0 < m < M. 
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I t follows immediately from (20), and the result of part ( i i ) 
that 
X(m,n) > 1 - e., 0 < B < 5!, n > m(oY~1+r|) + k. 
Also, noting the above d e f i n i t i o n of N, and using ( 19) and the 
results of ( i ) and ( i i ) , i t follows on applying the Strong Markov 
Theorem (see Chung [ 3 ] , I , section 13) that when 
m o - M ' n o - m c / 5 Y ~ 1 + ' n ) + k | 
X(m 0,n o) = Prjp reaches the n axis s t a r t i n g from ( m 0» n 0^ 
> Pr[? reaches the l i n e m = M, n > N 
and then reaches the n axis] 
= Z Pr[P f i r s t reaches the l i n e m = M, n > N at 
r > N 
(M,r), and then reaches the n axis] 
= S Pr[p f i r s t reaches the l i n e m = M, n > N 
r > N 
at (M,r)]' 
x Pr[P reaches the n axis s t a r t i n g from (M,r)j 
> (l-e/2) I; PT[P - f i r s t reaches the l i n e m = M, 
r > N 
n > N at (M,r)j 
> ( l - e / 2 ) 2 
> 1 - e. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 5. By employing a s l i g h t l y 
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more elaborate proof which allows M and N to depend on the 
value of the s t a r t i n g point (m,n), i t i s possible to replace 
the term r\n + k i n the lemma by another proportional to t]m. 
The asymptotic behaviour of X(m,n) i s obtained by 
compp.ring X(m,n) with x(m,n), where., f o r the remainder of 
th i s section, x(m,nj i s the probability that a process p, as 
described ."just before Lemma 2, with a - b = 0, c = Y / ( Y + $ ) » 
d = b/{\+b), reaches the n axis. The; following lemmas are 
needed for the main proof. Lemma 6 i s a generalisation of 
Lemma 1. 
Lemma 6. Let ^ i j ^ b e ^ e "transition, matrix of a Markov pro-
Cess on a countable rctatc space 3, and suppose tho non empty set 
R of a l l absorbing points i s reached almost cer t a i n l y from any 
i n i t i a l state. Let K be a ;>ubset of S, d i s j o i n t from R. 
Define the boundary of K to be the set L of points j not 
i n K for which there exists 1 i n K such that p > 0. 
Let w_. be the pr o b a b i l i t y that the process i s absorbed i n a 
subset C of R s t a r t i n g from i i n s, and suppose there 
exist [v.] defined on KU L such that 
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v i £ 2 p v , i 6 K, 
j € K U L 
v i - wi» i e L. 
Then v, > w. when i s K. i l 
s O Proof: Define w. = w. when s > 0 and i e S - K , w = 0 I X ~ i 
when i e l , and 
s+1 „ s w = 2 p. . w. , i e K, s > 0. 
j 1 J J 
Then, noting the d e f i n i t i o n of K U L, and using simple induc-
t i o n arguments based on the above equation and similar to those 
used i n Lemma 1, i t follows that 
wf < v., i £ K. s > 0. 1 1 ~ 
s s+1 w. < w. <• w. , i <= S, s > 0. 1 1 i ~ 
Hence there exists W. = lim wf such that w. < w. when 
I s-»co 1 1 ~ 1 
i e S, and w. < v. when i € & U L. Also l ~ l 
w. = E p. . w,, i e?K, 
w 
w. > E p. . w., 1 e S - K. 
X j XJ J 
Hence 1 + wJ - w, > 0 since w. < 1, and i i ~ l 
l+w.--w. > E p. .( 1+w.- w.) f i € S i i j i j J J 
Since absorption i n R i s certain, and 1 + w - w = 1 when 
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i eR, i t follows from Lemma 1 that 1 + w. - w > 1 when 
l i ~ 
i e S , i.e. w. >w.. Since w. < w also, the required l ~ l l ~ i 
result now follows, i.e. 
w. = w. < v. when i e K. i l l 
Lemma 7. Consider the process p d€ifined before Lemma 6. 
For each positive e and r\ there i s a constant k such that 
x( m, n) > 1 - e , when n > m( 6y 1 + f ) ) + k i 
x(m,n) < e, when n < m(8Y 1 - T l ) - k-
f or - mS] __± 
Also x(m,n) = § "u m6( Y + & ) ^ + ®(m a s m where 
1_ (• t 2, 
= o U / du, - oo < t < 03. 
"* J -oo 
Proof: Consider the random variables Z and Z , as 
m 
defined i n the proof of Lemma 4, but applied to p i n the 
present case. Clearly x(m,n) = Pr[z * : n l » i s e a s i l v 
found that Z = Z^  has the generating function 
0 0 n 0 0 n n 
0,(9) = *U P r l z = n j e = Z d c 6 = 1 n=0 ' 1 3 n=0 1 - d0. 
Then, since Z i s the sum of m independent random variables m 
each with the'same d i s t r i b u t i o n as Z , 
G 
m 
oo / \ m 
(0) = * Pr[2 = n ] 6 n = 
n=0 1 m 1 \I-dG ' . 
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Proceeding as i n Lemma 4, i t now follows that Z i s f i n i t e 
m 
with p r o b a b i l i t y 1 since G ( l ) = 1, and Z has mean md/c 
m m 
y 2 
and variance md/c . The f i r s t part of the lemma follows on 
applying the Tchebychev inequality., and noting that c = Y ^ Y " 1 ^ ) * 
d = &/(Y+6)- Also Z ^ i s the sum of m independent random 
variables each with the same d i s t r i b u t i o n as Z , and the 
1 
d i s t r i b u t i o n of may easily be shown to have a f i n i t e t h i r d 
moment, so that i t follows from a result on convergence to the 
normal law given by Gnedenko and EColmogorov i n [ 9 ] , §40, TheorSB 
1, that 
x(m,n) = P r f z < n] = J N " + Q(m~i 
This completes the proof of the second part of the lemma on 
noting the d e f i n i t i o n s of c and d. 
The following lemma i s a t r i v i a l consequence of Lemmas 5 and 
7, and i s needed i n the proof of the main resu l t of t h i s section 
which follows i t . 
Lemma 8. Given positive e and r\, there i s a constant 
k > 0 such that 
X(m,n) < — and x(m,n) 5: —, when n < m(5 Y -Tj) - k» 
X(m,nJI > 1 - — and x(m,n) > 1 - —, when n > m( 5 Y + n.) + k. 
as m 00. 
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Theorem 1. X(m 
r hy - mo 
V m&( Y+8 ) -> O u n i f o r m l y as m+n -* oo, 
where $ ( t ) = (2 
J -CO 
- u 2 / 2 du , •- co < t < co. 
Proof : For any non nega t ive f u n c t i o n v ( m , n ) , l e t 
Av(m,n) = (am+pn+Ymn+6mn)v(m,n) - amv(m+l,n) - |3nv(m ,n+l) 
- Y^n v ( m - l , n ) - Smn v ( m , n - l ) 
= amjv(iD,n) - v ( m + l , n ) j + pn{v (m ,n ) - v (m ,n+ l )J 
+ynin[v(m,n) - v ( m - l , n } { + 6mn[v(m,n) - v (m,n - l j ] . 
Then Av(m,n) > O corresponds to the c o n d i t i o n v > £ p. .v . 
1 j J J 
app l i ed t o the d i s c r e t e t ime procesis associa ted w i t h the compe-
t i t i o n process, as descr ibed at the; beg inn ing of t h i s s e c t i o n . 
Now consider A x ( m , n ) . By us ing the genera t ing f u n c t i o n G ( 0 ) 
m 
i n the proof o f Lemma 7 , and by i n t e r c h a n g i n g the r o l e s o f m 
and n , i t f o l l o w s t h a t 
n - 1 m-1 / *(».*»> = ^ ^ m _ i j c d = 1 - ^ ^ a_ i ) c d , m,n > O. 
Also x(m,n) = O and 1 on the p o s i t i v e pa r t s o f the m and 
n axes r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
Hence f o r m,n > 0 , 
Ax(m,n) = cun^xtn^n) - x ( m + l , n ) | + (3n[x(m,n) - x ( m , n + l ) j 
"K Y + 0 )mn[x( m,n) - c x ( m - l , n ) - 6.x(m,n-,l)J 
' m + n - A m n /m+n- i \ m n 
= cxmi ^ j e d - P M ^ Jc d , 
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(21 ) i . e . A x(m,n) -
( g - p ) ( m + n - l ) , - c m d n 
C » - i ) i ( » - i ) : 
Case ( i ) : Suppose a = (3. Then A x(m,n) = O when m,n > 0 
Since x(ra,n) s a t i s f i e s the appropia te boundary c o n d i t i o n s on 
the axes, i t f o l l o w s f rom Lemma 1 t h a t x ( m f n ) > X(m,n ) . The 
same argument app l i e s t o 1 - jc(m,n) and 1 - X(m,n) on i n t e r -
changing the r o l e s o f m and n , and n o t i n g t h a t absorp t ion 
i n the axes i s c e r t a i n f o r both processes. Hence 
1 - x(m,n) > 1 - X ( m , n ) . Thus i n the case a = (?, the r e s u l t 
i s a c t u a l l y X(m,n) = x ( m , n ) . 
Case ( i i ) : Suppose a < |3. Then A x(m,n) < 0 and 
A [ l - x ( m , n ) j > 0 . The argument p r e v i o u s l y app l i ed to 1 - x (m,n 
and 1 - X(m,n) shows t h a t 
( 2 2 ) X(m,n) > x ( n , n ) , m,n > 0 . 
The next p a r t of the proof shows t h a t f o r every p o s i t i v e e 
there i s a f u n c t i o n v( in ,n) and a constant M such thr . t 
X(m,n) < v(m,n) < x(m,n) + e, m + n > M. 
To c o n s t r u c t v ( m , n ) , l e t 
( 2 3 ) v (m,n) x(m,n) + p( m,n] + / 2 , m,n > 0 , 
where 
(24 ) m+n\ m n PC c d f(m+n) n 
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f (m+n) i s chosen l a t e r , and the c o e f f i c i e n t [ m + n ] c m ^ n acts 
\ n / 
as a n o r m a l i z i n g f a c t o r . Then 
Av(m f n) > 0 i f and on ly i f Ap(m,n) > - Ax(m,n ) , m,n > O. 
On s u b s t i t u t i n g the express ion (24 ) f o r p ( m , n ) , w i t h m,n > 0 , 
Ap(m,n) = (am+pn+'yinn+6mn)^'m^n^ c m <i n f (m+n) 
/ m + n + l \ m+1 n , . . / m + n + l \ ra n+1 , . 
-am^ m + 1 J c d f ( m + n + l ) - (3n[ n + 1 . J c d f ( m + n + l ) 
/ m + n - A m - l . n .. . . / m + n - l \ m n - l . 
-ymnf m x J c d f (m+n- l . ) - 5mnf ^ J c d f ( n + n - l ) 
• ( « * " ) [ « « ! . - ( f + ! ) « « ) 
(25 ) L e t T (m,n ) = ) , ( n . 1 } , . 
(26) and f (m+n) = \ { -n+n)^, 
where jj. i s a constant w i t h 0 < \i < and X i s chosen l a t e r . 
Then f o r m+n > 0 , 
X j j f m + n ) ^ - 1 > f ( m + n + l ) - f(m+n) > X|j.(m+n+1 ) ^ _ 1 . 
Hence 
Ap(m,n) > i : (m f n) • j (Y+6)\ i (ra+n 
(27 ) - (ac+|3d)(^ ~ + - i ^ m + n ) ^ + X ^ m + n ) ^ - 1 ] j 
= T(m,n) K m + n J ^ ^ i i f y + S ) - j i < o c + p d ) ^ + ^ - (0 -a)( m + n ) ^ - ^ y j 
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Now choose 
<»> - { h • ( ^ ) f f ] 
(29 ) Suppose |n-mdc~ | < r|m + k , i . e . In-mSy" I < Tim + k , 
where k i s chosen according to Lenna 8. Then, f o r a l l 
l a r g e enough m and n , 
£ - * ( m + n ) < c(T ) m + k)(nH-n) 
n n ~ . m.n 
- K 1 + 5 ) + ta(-+«) 
By app ly ing the d e f i n i t i o n (28 ) of r\, and u s ing (29) again , 
i t f o l l o w s t h a t 
c d 
m n 
(m+n) < idj^Id + 0 ( m - 1 ) + 0 ( n _ 1 ) , | n - r n d c _ 1 | < r\m + k . 
App ly ing t h i s l a s t i n e q u a l i t j ' "to the i n e q u a l i t y (27) f o r 
Ap(m,n) , i t f o l l o w s t h a t there e x i s t s a constant such t h a t 
Ap(m,n) > T ( m , i i ) X ( m , n ) ^ ' ~ 1 ( j . ( Y + 6 ) / 3 
(30 ) 
when m + n > M^, jn-mSy * l < Tim + k . 
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Now choose X such t h a t 
(31) U (Y+8) /3 > P - a, 
( 32 ) X n i n { ^ " V d ^ m + n ) ^ } > 1. 
m + n = M 0 l \ , ^ y J 
Then, u s ing the express ion (21 ) f o r A x ( m , n ) , the i n e q u a l i t i e s 
( 3 0 ) , ( 3 1 ) , and the d e f i n i t i o n (25 ) of. T ( m , n ) , i t f o l l o w s t h a t 
( 3 3 ) Ap(m ,n) > - A x ( m , n ) , m + n > M , | n - mby 1 | < r\m + k . 
A l s o , by the i n e q u a l i t y (32) and equations ( 2 3 ) , ( 2 4 ) , ( 2 6 ) , 
(34) v (m , n ) > p(m ,n) > 1 > X ( m , n ) , m + n = M . 
Since k i s chosen according t o Leirma 8, i t f o l l o w s f rom ( 2 3 ) 
and Lemma 8 t h a t 
(35) X(m,n) < § < v ( m , n ) , n < m ( 5 Y - 1 - T ] ) - k , 
( 3 6 ) X(m ,n) < 1 < %(m f n) + | $ v ( m , n ) , 
n > m( 6y + T | ) + k . 
Now cons ider the r e g i o n m + n > M Q , | n - mSy" 1 ! + k . 
By the i n e q u a l i t y (33 ) and equat ion ( 2 3 ) , Av(m,n) > O on t h i s 
r e g i o n . By the i n e q u a l i t i e s ( 3 4 ) , (35) and ( 3 6 ) , 
v(m,n) > X (m ,n) on the boundary o f t h e r e g i o n , where 'boundary' 
i s used i n the sense of Lemma 6. Hence by Lemma 6, 
(37) v(n i ,n) > X(m,n ) , in + n > MQ> | n - m 6 Y - 1 | < T]m + k . 
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From the standard proof of the de Moivre Laplace L i m i t Theorem, 
( e . g . see F e l l e r [ 7 ] , Chapter V I I , Theorem l ) , 
0 ( ( m + n f m+n in n as ra + n -» 00. 
Hence f rom (24) and ( 2 6 ) , p(m,n) = 0( {m+n)^~ 2 ) as m+ n -» 00, 
\ / 
where u - \ < 0. Thus there e x i s t s M > M such tha t 
0 < p ( m , n ) < — , m + n > M. 
The re fo re , combining ( 2 2 ) , ( 2 3 ) , (37),, (35) and ( 3 6 ) , i t now 
f o l l o w s t h a t 
x(m,n) < X(m,n) < v(m,n) < x( m,n) + £:, m + n > M. 
But e > 0 i s a r b i t r a r y . Hence X(m,n) - x (m,n) -* 0 
u n i f o r m l y as m + n -> 00. 
I t i s shown i n case ( i ) t h a t X(m,n) = x(m,n) when a = p , 
and. i n case ( i i ) t h a t X(m,n) - x(m,n) -> 0 unifortily :as 
m + n -> GO when a < p . When a > p the proof o f case ( i i ) 
may bo a p p l i e d w i t h the r o l v s of n and n interchanged, ' 
n o t i n g t h a t both processes p and p are almost c e r t a i n t o be 
absorbed in the axes. Hence X(m,n) -• x(m,n) 0 u n i f o r m l y 
as n + n -> K> i n a l l cases. Theorem 1 now f o l l o w s f r o m Lemma 
7 i f the a d d i t i o n a l c o n d i t i o n n < 2m5y-:1 h o l d s . But i f 
n > 2m5y 1 , i t f o l l o w s f r o m Lemma 8 t ha t X(m,n) ->• 1 u n i f o r m l y 
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C n y - m5 ] 
as m + n -» I©, and $ j y . ^ ^ y+5) j "* 1 u n i f o r m l y as m + n -> to , 
a l so . Hcnco Theorem 1 f o l l o w s . 
1.3. I t was proved by Renter i n [20] t h a t the expected t i m e 
taken by the cont inuous t ime c o m p e t i t i o n process to reach the 
absorbing s t a tes i s f i n i t e f o r every s t a r t i n g p o i n t . I n t h i s 
s e c t i o n , the proof of t h i s r e s u l t i s extended as f o l l o w s . 
Theorem 2. For the c o m p e t i t i o n process, the expected t ime to 
reach the set A of absorbing s t a tes f rom any non absorbing 
s t a t e i s bounded. 
P roo f : Let tr(m,n) now denote the expected t ime to reach 
A f rom (m,n) 
The c r i t e r i o n (C) g iven by Reuter i n [20J shows tha t i f the re 
e x i s t f i n i t e u(m,n) > 0 such t h a t 
£u( m, n) > 1, m, n > 0 , 
where 
(38 ) Au(m,n) = (cun+ {3n + Y m n + &mn)u( m,n) - £ u n u ( m + l , n ) 
- pnu(m,n+ l ) - Yinnu(m- l , n ) - 5mnu(m,n- l ) , 
then the process almost c e r t a i n l y reaches A, and 
t ( m , n ) < u(m,n) < 00. A bounded set o f u ( m , n j , which are a 
m o d i f i c a t i o n o f those used by Reuter i n [ 2 0 ] , i s now cons t ruc t ed . 
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Let 
I 1 I I 91* I m n 
m,n > 0, (39 ) u(m,n) = h | 2 - ~ - ~ 4 + ~ J ' 1 m+l n + l j 1-pj 
m n 2 - p " P 
where h , k and p, w i t h p e l , are constants to be d e t e r m i -
ned l a t e r . The term I 2 - — —i—} i s suggested by the domin-
I m+n n+1I 
ance o f the c o e f f i c i e n t s Y m n » ^mn i n ( 3 8 ) when m and n 
are l a r g e ; the torm [ 2 - p m - p n j provides the c o r r e c t i o n 
needed near the axes m = 0 and n = 0 . C l e a r l y u(m,n) > 0 
when m,n > 0. On s u b s t i t u t i n g the express ion (39) f o r u(m,n) 
i n t o t h a t f o r Au(m,n) i n ( 3 8 ) , 
. / , , j am Bn , yn , 5m ] 
Au(m,n) = h j - ( m + 1 ) ( m + f i - l ^ t ) ] ^ 2 ) + ^ + n + 1 
+ 2kmpm~ 1 ( y n - ap) + 2knp n - 1(5m- (3p). 
Let p = m i n j f , ^ J . Then 
(40) Au(m,n) > h j - 2 - f + J £ + i l + k [ Y p m + 6 p n f , m,n > 0. 
Now choose B and h such t ha t 
(41) = ^ rain(Y,&) and ^ min (Y ,6 ) = 1 . 
Then f o r m and n > B, i t f o l l o w s f r o m (40) and (41) t h a t 
Au(m,n) > h[ - ~ p + ^ m i n ( Y , 6 ) ] 
= ^ m i n ( y , 5 ) 
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I f m and n > O, but m or n < B , then , u s ing ( 4 0 ) , 
Au(m,n) > - h(a,+ 8) + k m i n ( Y , 5 ) p M 
= 1, 
i f k i s s u i t a b l y chosen. The two cases ( i ) m and n > B, 
and ( i i ) m and n > 0 but m or n < B, cover the r e g i o n 
m,n > 0 . Hence Au(m,n) > 1 when m,n > 0 , and i t f o l l o w s 
f r o m the c r i t e r i o n t ha t T ( m , n ) < sup» u(m,n) < oo. 
m,n. > 0 
1.4. I t i s shown by Chung ( [ 3 ] , Par t I I , § 19) t ha t the 
s p a t i a l d i s t r i b u t i o n of the successive steps of a continuous 
t ime process i s the same as t h a t f o r the corresponding ' jump 
p rocess ' . Thus, i n the case of t h e c o m p e t i t i o n process, the 
expected number o f steps taken be fo re abso rp t i on i n the axes i s 
the same as t h a t f o r the associa ted d i s c r e t e t ime process P, 
descr ibed a t the beg inn ing o f s ec t i on 1.2. and i n Lemma 5-
Th i s l a s t process i s now compared w i t h the process p descr ibed 
j u s t be fo re Lemma 6, u s ing methods s i m i l a r t o those of s e c t i o n 
1.2. The asymptot ic behaviour of the expected number of steps 
taken be fo re abso rp t ion i s shewn to be the same f o r P as f o r 
p , and may be c a l c u l a t e d d i r e c t l y f o r the l a t t e r . The f o l l o w -
i n g lemmas are needed, the f i r s t be ing w e l l known. 
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Lemma 9. Let [ p . . J be the t r a n s i t i o n m a t r i x o f a d i s c r e t e 
t ime Markov process on a countable set S which con ta ins a sub-
set A o f absorbing s t a t e s . Suppose the process i s almost 
c e r t a i n t o reach A, and l e t e^^ to be the expected time f o r 
t h i s t o happen i f i i s the i n i t i a l s t a t e . Then lG^l * s 
the l e a s t non nega t ive s o l u t i o n o f 
considered as one s t a t e , and l e t the expected number o f steps 
taken be fo re t ime r be 
i e s - A» 
P roo f : Wi thout loss o f g e n e r a l i t y , l e t the s t a t e s o f A be 
2, s P iA iA iA 
s 
0 r i A 
where xs th 
I f e < oo then 
r i s t e r s tep t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t y , and 
oo 
2, a lp P iA iA 
and as r -» co-, 
GO 
iA s=ir+l 
CO r S S - 11 




Hence e. -» e. as r •* oo-. C l e a r l y e, = 0 , and, when 
i 6 S - A, 
r r r - 1 s •> 1 + 2 p. .e . = 1 + S p. . r - J\ -p. , } 
i i J J . i j ' s=0 H j A J 
= - .So p I A 
r- :- l = e. l 
( 4 2 ) i - e " e r + 1 = l + S P . . e r 
Suppose there e x i s t y > 0 such t h a t 
y i - 1 + j P i j y j ' i e s - A 
0 r C l e a r l y y^ > e^ = 0 . Suppose t h a t f o r some r > 0 , y > e^ when 
i e S. Then us ing the i t e r a t i v e c o n s t r u c t i o n ( 4 2 ) , 
y . > 1 + S p. . y . > 1 + S p. .e 1 = e ^ + 1 , i e S - A 
1 : I J J I I J 3 1 
r 
Since e. = 0 < y , f o r r > 0 , i t f o l l o w s by i n d u c t i o n t h a t 
r 
y > e^ f o r a l l r > 0 and i e S. L e t t i n g r -> oo i n the 
i n e q u a l i t y y^ > e^ and i n ( 4 2 j , i t f o l l o w s t h a t 
y . > e. , i e S, and e. == 1 + I . p . . e . , i e S - A J i i ' i j * i j j ' 
Now l e t E(m,n) be the expected number o f steps taken by 
the process F be fo re absorp t ion i n the axes, and l e t e(m,n) 
be the corresponding q u a n t i t y f o r process p. S ince , a t each 
non absorbing s t a t e , P i s less l i k e l y t o move towards the 
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axes than p , i t would seem i n t u i t i v e l y tha t B(m,n) > e(m,n) 
when m,n > O. Th i s i s now proved a l g e b r a i c a l l y . 
Lemma 10. E(m,n) > e(m,n) f o r a l l m,n > 0 . 
r 
Proof : I t f o l l o w s f r o m Lemma 9 t h a t , d e f i n i n g e (m,n) i n 
r 
the same way as , 
e r + \ m , n ) = 1 + c e r ( m - 1 ,n ) + d esr( m , n - 1 ) , m,n > 0 , r > 0 . 
By us ing methods s i m i l a r to those o f Lemma 2, or f a i r l y obvious 
p r o b a b i l i s t i c c o n s i d e r a t i o n s , i t can be shown t h a t 
r r r r (43) e ( r a - l , n ) < e (m,n) and e (m,n- l . ) < e ( m , n ) , m,n > 0 , r > 0 . 
C l e a r l y E(m,n m , n ) . Suppose t h a t , f o r some r > 0 , 
E( m,n ) > e ( m,n) f o r a l l m,n > 0 . By app ly ing an argument 
r a t h e r s i m i l a r to t h a t o f Lemma 3, and observ ing t h a t 
C(m,n) = Yjni\/{ am + £5n + ymn + Smn) < y/ ' (Y + - c 
and s i m i l a r l y D(m,n) < d , A(m,n) > 0 , B(m,n) > 0 , i t f o l l o w s , 
u s ing ( 4 3 ) , t ha t 
E(m,n) = 1 + AE(m+ l , n ) + BB(m,n+ l ) + CE(m- l , n ) + DE(m,n- l ) 
r r r r 
> 1 + Ae (m+ l , n ) + Be (rn,n+ l ) + Ce ( m - l , n ) + De ( m , n - l ) 
= 1 + ce r ( m-1 , n ) + de r (m,n - - l ) + [( C-c) + (D-d) + A+B] e r ( m , n ) 
+ ( C-c) [ e r ( m - l ,n ) - e X( 'm,n)} + ( D - d ) ( e r ( m , n - l ) - e r ( m , n ) | 
+ A j e r ( m + l , n ) - e r ( m 7 n ) j + B [ e r ( m , n + l ) - e r ( m , n ) ] 
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> 1 + ce ( m - l , n ) + de ( m , n - l ) 
r + 1 , , = e { m , n j . 
Hence, by i n d u c t i o n , e (m,n) E(m,n) f o r a l l m,n > 0 and 
r > 0 , and the lemma f o l l o w s on l e t t i n g r -mo-. 
An es t imate of the behaviour o f e(m,n) i s now ob ta ined . 
Lemma 11 . Given e > 0 , there i s a constant k such t h a t 
^ > e(m,n) > ( l - e.) ^ , n > md/c + la/'m. 
P roof : Let V{6,0) = ^ e(m,n) e V where | 6 | , \j6\ < 1 . 
I t f o l l o w s f r o m the equa t ion 
e(m,n) = 1 + ce (m- l , n ) + de(m,,n- l ) , m,n > 0 , 
t ha t V(6,j#) i s the s o l u t i o n o f 
V ( 9 ' ^ ) = ( 1 - 6)f 1 - jfl7 + f ce+dU)v (0 ,^ ) 
i , e - v ( 9 ' ^ = ( i - e ) f i - ^ ) ( i - c 6 - - d ? ) • 
On expanding t h i s genera t ing f u n c t i o n , and i d e n t i f y i n g c o e f f i c i 
en t s , 
(44) e(m,n) = ™§o "k> 5 ^ 
Suppose m i s t e m p o r a r i l y f i x e d , and l e t 
a n = £e(m,n + :i) - e( m ,n ) | , n > 0 
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I t f o l l o w s f r o m (44) t ha t a > 0. L e t 
n 
0 0 n w(je5) = z a <6n 
ii—L? n 
= miJo i k > ° ( i } d l 6 ' U S i n g ( 4 4 ) ' 
1 * f c I 1 (45) i . e . W(jrf) =• i E J - £ — , m i = l l -
Then as n -» oo, e(m,n) increases mono ton ica l ly t o 
2 L a = 2w ( l ) = 2 , c n=0 n c c 
so tha t the f i r s t i n e q u a l i t y i n Lemma 11 ho lds . Now l e t 
be the sum o f i independent random v a r i a b l e s , each having the 
genera t ing f u n c t i o n | " i * ~ ~ d ^ | ' m e a n d / c and f i n i t e 
2 var iance o~ say. Then S. has mean i d / c and var iance 
I 
2 , i C , so t h a t by the Tchebychev i n e q u a l i t y , i f n > i d / c , 
P r [ S i > n j < P r [ | S j . - i d / c | > n - i d / c } < i c r 2 / ( n - i d / c ) 2 . 
Hence, us ing ( 4 5 ) , 
oo-1 e(m.n) = 2 a 
m r=n n 
- 1 m 
= BI .Z H P [S > n i = l r l I ~ 
i m •! ^ 
< E J £ 
- ni i = l , - ,2 ( n - i d / c ) 
2 mo~ 
^ I n - md/c) ' 2 
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p rov ided t ha t n id/c > { 2 , v mcr / e. Taking k = o / J e completes 
the p r o o f . 
An upper bound i s now found f o r the d i f f e r e n c e 
E(m,n) - e ( m , n ) . 
Lemma 12. E(m,n) ~ e(m,n) +- 0( l o g m i n ( m , n ) ) . 
P roo f : E(m,n) i s t h e l e a s t non nega t ive s o l u t i o n of 
y i * 1 + 2 P i / j ' 
3 
i k A, 
where i = ( m , n ) , and the p represent the t r a n s i t i o n 
p r o b a b i l i t i e s f o r the process P. Since p. . = ( l - 5, . ) q . . / q . 
i j I J I J i 
when i f t A, the above c o n d i t i o n may be r e w r i t t e n as 
For the c o m p e t i t i o n process t h i s c o n d i t i o n becomes 
Ay(m,n) = am[y(m,n) - y( m + 1 , n ) | + (3n[y( m, n) - y ( m , n + l ) j 
(46) + Y ^ f y ^ * 1 1 ) - y ( m ~ l , n ) j + &mn[y(m,n) - y ( m , n - l ) ] 
> am + (3n + y™ 1 + Smn. 
Now l e t y(m,n) = e(m,n) + p ( m , n ) , where p(m,n) i s t o be 
chosen l a t e r . 
m-1 n -1 x + i i i 
From ( 4 4 ) , e (m,n )= .S ( ±° )c d J , where c = Y/( Y+&) » d = 6/( Y+5) • 
i j J 
2 q. Ay* - y j > q 
i Ikk,. 
i . e . i ft A. 
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Then (46 ) holds i f 
' J 
(47) 
a m L £ 0 ( m J ) c d J ] - l 3 n [ . | o ( J c d j 
+ ( y+6 )mn[e (m,n ) - ce(ra- l , n ) - de (m,n - l ) } + Ap(m,n) 
> a m + pn + ( y + 5 )m,n . 
On observ ing t h a t 
n " l , m + j , m j « , m + j , m j - 1 
m - " 1 , n+ i \ i n - 1 
and s i m i l a r l y £ ( n )c d < d , 
and a l so e(m,n) = 1 + c:e(m- l , n ) + de (m,n - l ) , 
i t f o l l o w s tha t c o n d i t i o n (47) holds i f 
(48) Ap(m,n) > :2ac - 1m + 2(3d - 1 n. 
(49) Let P ( M - / i n [ | ; n , ^ ^ [ 2 ^ - / ! 
where X, (ji and f6 < 1 , are p o s i t i v e cons tan ts to be chosen 
l a t e r . 
min (m , n ) i 
Let T ( m . n ) = 2 -—— . 
' r=0 r+1 
Then x ( m + l , n ) - T (m,n ) = ^ j — i f m < n , and 0 o the rwise , 
and s i m i l a r l y f o r T ( m , n + l ) - < m , n ) . Hence c o n d i t i o n (48) 
hold i f 
f _ am _ gn ^ mn min( y 
[ m+2 ~ n+2 1+ "~"r minTm, 
+ u.m#"' " L(yn- a0) + | i n # n ~ L( 6o- j32$) > 2ac~ im + 2(3d - 1 n. 
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Choose $ < 1 such t h a t a < y/2, |3# < 6/2. Then the l a s t 
c o n d i t i o n holds i f 
\{-g[m±t^ Y, 6)] [max( m,n ) ] - a- (3] + ^ " V 2 + ^ n _ 1 6 / 2 
( 5 0 ) 
> 2ac ' m + 2|3d n 
Choose X and M such t h a t t h i s i n e q u a l i t y holds when 
max(m,n) > M. Choose u such t h a t 
- \ ( a + 0 ) + (j.(min(Y,6)] # M/2 > 2( ac" 1 + pd"1)!^. 
Then (50) holds when max(m,n) < 1,1. Hence A[e(m,n)+ p( m,n)j > 0 
when m,n > 0, and i i ; f o l l o w s from Lemmas 9 and 10 t h a t 
e(m,n) < E(m,n) < e(m,n) + p(m,n) 
I t i s c l e a r from the d e f i n i t i o n (49) of p(m,n) t h a t 
p(m,n) = 0( l o g min(m,n)) f which completes the proof of the lemma. 
Lemmas 11 and 12 may now or; combined t o prove 
Theorem 3. E(m,n) ~ (Y+&) min(m/Y>n/5) • u n i f o r m l y as m and n-»oo . 
Proof: I t f o l l o w s from Lemma 11 i n i t s o r i g i n a l form, and i n 
the form where the r o l e s of m and n are interchanged t h a t 
given e > 0, 
- > e(m,n) > - ( 1- s) - 0{ m*) , as m -> GO w i t h n > — . c C '" c 
S i m i l a r l y > e(m,n) > ^  ( 1 - e) - 0 ( n T ) , as n -» -co w i t h n < ~ . 
d d ~ c 
The theorem then f o l l o w s on applying Lemma 12, and s u b s t i t u t i n g 
f o r c and d. 
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Chapter 2. 
An Epidemic Model. 
2.1 The process considered I n t h i s chapter i s a s t o c h a s t i c 
model of an epidemic i n continuous time, used by B a r t l e t t i n [ l ] , 
and i s constructed i n the f o l l o w i n g way. Let the s t a t e space 
co n s i s t of the elements (m fn), where m,n = 0 , 1, 2, 3, 
and, as i n chapter 1, l e t the process be s p e c i f i e d by i t s m a t r i x 
of t r a n s i t i o n r a t e s Q = J - j ^ • * r ° r = ( m i n ) > where m,n > 0, 
l e t 
q. .= >jnn, j = (m- 1 ,n+ l ) , 
q i j = ( r i n' J = i m , n ~ 
q i j = v , j = (m + l , n ) , 
Q ij= e , j = (m,n + l ) , 
where \ , fx > 0 and v, e > 0 are constants. Otherwise l e t 
q. . = 0. Since >jnn = 0 on the n axis and pxi = 0 on the 
m a x i s , such a process cannot, escape from the r e g i o n 
m > 0, n £ 0. Although the process d i f f e r s from the model 
considered by Reuter i n [20] i n having fewer t r a n s i t i o n r a t e s , 
Theorem 1 i n [20] shows t h a t there i s always a unique t r a n -
s i t i o n m a t r i x {p. At)} correwponding t o the given m a t r i x Q. 
I f m and n denote the resp e c t i v e numbers of susceptible 
and Infectious individuals i n a population, then Xmn represents 
the r a t e of i n f e c t i o n , jon the r a t e of removal of i n f e c t i v e s , 
v the b i r t h r a t e of t h e susceptible is, and s the r a t e of 
immigration of now i n f e c t i v e s . The main r e s u l t s obtained are 
( i ) the expected time f o r t h e i n f e c t i v e s f i r s t t o d i e out behaves 
as u' 1 l o g ( m + n ) when the s t a r t i n g p o i n t (m,n) goes to 
i n f i n i t y , ( i i ) the s t a t i o n a r y d i s t r i b u t i o n of the i r r e d u c i b l e 
process, w i t h v, e > 0, converges g e o m e t r i c a l l y on the s t a t e 
space, so t h a t the process tends t o spend most of i t s time near 
the o r i g i n , and ( i i i ) when v i s small, the s t a t i o n a r y d i s t r i -
b u t i o n f o r the i r r e d u c i b l e process, w i t h v, e > 0, approxim-
ates t o the s t a t i o n a r y d i s t r i b u t i o n f o r the r e d u c i b l e process 
w i t h v = 0, e > C. 
2.2 I n t h i s s e c t i o n , a l l the p o i n t s of the m axis are made 
absorbing, so th a t the expected time f o r the i n f e c t i v e s f i r s t t o 
t o d i e out now becomes the expected absorption time. Let 
r(m,n) be the expected absorption time f o r the process s t a r t -
i n g at (m,n). S u f f i c i e n t l y close upper and lower bounds are 
now found f o r T.(m,n) t o show t h a t r(m,n) ~ (j. 1 l o g ( m + n ) as 
ra + n -» oo w i t h n > 0. 
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T - i • T(rn.n) ^ -1 Lemma 1. l\m suv -—?-» r < u. 
1 ^ log(m.n) - r 
•. m +n -s- oo 
n > 0 
Proof: An upper bound u(m,n) i s constructed using the 
c r i t e r i o n (C) given by Reuter i n [ 2 0 ] . This c r i t e r i o n shows 
t h a t absorption i s c e r t a i n and T(m,n) < u(m,n) when u(m,n) 
i s f i n i t e , nonnegative and s a t i s f i e s 
Au(m,n) > 1, m > O, n > 0, 
where 
Au(m,n) = Xmn[u(m,n) - u(m- 1 ,n-f- 1 J] + u.n[u(m,n) - u(m,n-l)] 
( 1 ) 
+ v[u(m,n) - u(rn+ l , n ) j + e[u(m,n) - u(m,n + l ) } . 
Let u(m,n) be defined f o r m,n > 0 by 
1 + c m+n i m , i r i - n m + n ] (2) u(m,n)=ii£ S — - A 2 T =4 . + B Jil£ L ' H r^O r+1 r=0 ( r + 1 K m+n+l-r) | l - p J' 
where c > 0 i s an a r b i t r a r y constant, and A, B, p , w i t h 
p < 1, are p o s i t i v e constants t o be chosen l a t e r . The f i r s t 
term i n the expression ( 2 ) f o r u(ra,n) i s suggested by the 
dominance of the term w i t h c o e f f i c i e n t jjn i n the expression 
( l ) f o r Au(m,n) when m = 0 and n i s l a r g e , and s i m i l a r l y 
the second term i n the expression ( 2 ) f o r u(m,n) i s suggested 
by the dominance of t h e term i n ( 1 ) w i t h c o e f f i c i e n t Xmn when 
mn i s l a r g e . The l a s t term i n ( 2 ) provides the c o r r e c t i o n 
needed near the o r i g i n . On s u b s t i t u t i n g the expression ( 2 ) 
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f o r u(m,n) i n ( 1 ) , 
f m j m-1 . 
+ A J ( Xmn+un+v+e) E„ 7 • - r - 2 7 k, 'i 
1 ^ r=0 ( r+1 )(in+n+l-r) r^O ( r+1)( m+n+l-rj 
m 1 m+1 j m j 
~ ^nr=0 ( r + l ) ( m + n - r ) ~ V r = 0 "( r+1)(ni+n+2-r) ~ £ r = 0 ( r+1)( m+n+2-r) | 
j l + c l (un-v-eI , n « m + n t / \5 
* A f Amn m 1 v 1 
A |(m+n)(n+l) " ^ n r=0 ( r+1)( m+n+l-r)( m+n-r) " (m+2)( n+1) j 
Hence when m > 0, n > O, 
. , I" Xm m 1 v ] 
[2( m+1)" M k ) ( r+1)( m+n+l-r) " (m+2)(n+l)J -
t h e f o l l o w i n g i n e q u a l i t i e s are needed to deal w i t h t h e above 
expression. 
.1 s 1 < _ 1 _ T /_!_ + ' 1 
r=0 ( r+1)( m+n+l-r) - m+n+2 r=() | r + l m+n+l-rj 
(4) 
- o f log(m+n)1 — H ? as m+n -* 00. m+n 
Hence there i s a constant k such thait 
m j 
r-\ 2„ 7 .' 1 < k . m > 0, n > 0. 
(5) r=0 ( r + l ) ( m + n + l - r ) ~ " 
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Now choose p < I such th a t 
( 6 ) p (v+ e) < 
Then using ( 3 ) and ( 4 ) , i t f o l l o w s that when m > 0 
A u ( m > n , > _ /il£l v + e) + A f £ - o ( ^ M L ^ ) - . * .] 
[ (J. J |4 v \ m+n J ( m + l ) ( n + l ) J 
Hence, by choosing s u i t a b l y l a r g e and A , 
( 7 ) Au(m,n) > 1, m > C, n > 0, m + n > MQ. 
Suppose m = O. Then using ( 3 ) , 
A u ( m > n ) > Ji±£j. . A J-tL + v _ ] - [ | i J [ n+l j Jn+1 2 ( n + l ) J 
Since A has already been chosen, there e x i s t s such t h a t 
( 8 ) Au(m,n) > l , m = O, n > N Q. 
Let M = max ( m 0 » N Q ) ' Then using ( 3 ) , ( 5 ) and ( 6 ) , 
Au(m,n) > - j i i s j f v + f . ) - A(ky+v) + B p M u/2, 
n > 0, m+ n < M. 
Hence B may be chosen such t h a t 
( 9 ) Au(ni,n) > 1, n > O, m + n < M = max (J^,N ). 
On combining the i n e q u a l i t i e s ( 7 ) , ( 8 ) and ( 3 ) , i t f o l l o w s t h a t 
Au(ra,n) > l when m > 0, n > O. Hence the mean absorption time 
T(m,.n) < u(m,n) < oo. Then using ( 2 ) smd ( 4 ) 
u(m,n) ~ ( 1+c) u l o g (m+n) as m + n -» oo. 
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Since c i s a r b i t r a r y , the lemma f o l l o w s . 
A lower bound i s now found f o r the mean absorption time 
T(m,n). I t i s shov/n f i r s t L y t h a t the process i n i t i a l l y at 
(m,n), w i t h n > 0, reaches a distance from the m axis of 
order m+n, w i t h p r o b a b i l i t y approaching 1 as m -» GO; 
Secondly i t i s shov/n th a t 'c(m,n) > \i 1 r 1. On combin-
in g these two r e s u l t s , a lower bound i s obtained which gives 
, . . * T( m+n) ^ -1 l i m m f -—i7 -r > u m + n •* oo log(m+n) ~~ r 
Lemma 2. For oach 5 > O, the process i n i t i a l l y at (m,n), 
w i t h n > 0, reaches a distance a t "least (l-6)(m+n) from the 
m ax i s w i t h p r o b a b i l i t y approaching 1 un i f o r m l y i n n as • 
m -> oo. 
Proof: Consider the r e g i o n m > 51, n > O, where M i s an 
int e g e r t o be chosen l a t e r , and a l l the boundary p o i n t s are 
t r e a t e d as absorbing. Let x f m 0 » n 0 - 1 x 3 t n e p r o b a b i l i t y t h a t 
the epidemic process i n i t i a l l y at (""Q'1^) reaches the l i n e 
m = M, n > N, where N i s Jin i n t e g e r t o be chosen l a t e r . 
I t f o l l o w s from the discussion at the beginning of se c t i o n 1.2 
i n chapter 1 t h a t X(m 0,n o) i s also the p r o b a b i l i t y t h a t the 
corresponding d i s c r e t e time process reaches the l i n e 
m = M, n > N s t a r t i n g at (m , n J . This d i s c r e t e time 
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process i s now compared w i t h a su b s i d i a r y process on the same 
region defined by the f o l l o w i n g t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t i e s : f o r 
i = (m,n), w i t h m > n > 0, l e t 
c = 1 M-+e+v' < Xmn 
P i j ° XM Xmn+un+v+e' j = ( m - l , n + l ) , 
where M i s chosen t o make c > 0. Let x(m ,ng) be the 
p r o b a b i l i t y t h a t the sub s i d i a r y process reaches the l i n e 
m = M, n > N, s t a r t i n g at t™ 0in ). Using a proof s i m i l a r t o 
t h a t of Lemma 3 i n chapter X, i t i s now shown th a t 
X(m Q,n 0) > x ( m 0 > n 0 ) when mo > M, n Q > O. 
I n the i t e r a t i v e c o n s t r u c t i o n f o r x(m,n), l e t the r 
step absorption p r o b a b i l i t i e s be defined by 
x lm,n; = 0 , m > M, n > 0, 
x (m,n) = 1, m = M, n > N, r > 0, 
and x (m,n) = 0 else^h<ere on the boundaries f o r r > 0; 
and f o r m > M, n > 0 , r > 0, 
( l l ) x r + 1 ( m , n ) = c x r ( m - l , n + l ) + d x r ( m , n - l j + ax r(m+l,n). 
As i n Lemmas 1 and 2 of chapter 1, i t i s e a s i l y shown t h a t 
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r r 
(12) x ( m - l , n + l ) > x(m,n) i\ x ( m , n - l ) , m > M, n > O, r > O, 
r r+1 
x (m,n) < x (m,n) •+ x(m,n}, as r -» ooF n > M, n > 0. 
I t f a l l o w s from Lenma 1 i n chapter 1 t h a t X(m,n) s a t i s f i e s 
(13) . 
Xfm,n)= ( — ) X ( m - l , n + l ) + )X(m, n--l) + (^)x(m+l,n) + (-)X(m,n+l), 
q q q q 
f o r m > M, n > 0, where q = q(m,n) = Xmn + ^n + v + 6 . 
C l e a r l y X(m,n) > x^(m,n). Suppose t h a t , f o r some r > 0, 
X(m,n) > x (m,n). Then using ( l l ) , ( 1 2 ) , ( 1 3 ) , and the 
i n e q u a l i t i e s i n ( 1 0 ) , when m > M, n > 0, 
.X(m,n) 
> ( 2 ^ ) x r ( m - l , n + l ) + (H n)x r(m,n-1)+ (^)x r(m+l,n) + (£)xr(m,n+l) 
q q q q 
= j c x f ( m-l ,n+l) + (~J2 _ c Jx 1 (m-1,n+1)] 
+ [ d x r ( m , n - l ) + [ ( ^ ) x r ( m , n - l ) + ( - | ) X r ( m,n+l) - d x r ( m , n - l ) ] j 
+ [ a x r ( m + l , n - l ) + [ ( ^ ) x r ( m+1 ,n) - a / ( r.i+l , n - l ) ] ] 
r r r 
> cx (m-1,n+1) + dx (m,n-1) + ax ( m+1,n-1) 
+ ( — _ c ) x r ( m - l , n + l ) + ( ^ ^ - d ) x r ( r n , n - l ) + a ) x r ( m+1 , n - l ) 
q q q 
> x r + 1 ( m , n ) + _ c)x r(m,n) + f ^ x n + t - - d)x r(m.n) + (— - a)x r(m,n) 
q q q 
= x r + 1 ( m , n ) + [ 2 ^ p ± £ _ ( c + d + a ) ] x r ( m , n ) 
r+ 1 , , = x [m,n). 
Hence, by i n d u c t i o n , X(m,n ) > x ( m,n) f o r a l l r > 0, and, 
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l e t t i n g r -> oo, 
(14) X(m,n) > x(m,n), m > M, n > 0. 
An estimate i s now found f o r x[mQ,n^), w i t h 
C 15) M = [ m 0 * ] , N = [ ( l - 6 ) ( m 0 + n Q ) ] , 
where the brackets [.] here denote the i n t e g e r p a r t o f the 
contents. The subs i d i a r y process i s compared w i t h processes 
having the same one step t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t i e s , but a c t i n g 
on various regions whose boundaries are assumed t o be absorb-
i n g i n each case. Then i f ( m 0» n 0^ i s t n e i n i t i a l p o i n t , 
x ( m Q,n 0)= P[Process on the region m > M, n > 0 
reaches the l i n e m = M, n > N] 
> P[Process on the region m > M 
reaches the l i n e m = M, n > N] 
- p[Process on the region m > M, n > 0 
reaches the ra axis] 
Hence 
( 16) 
x(m ,n ) > P[Process on the r e g i o n m > M, m+n > M + N 
reaches the l i n e m = M, n > N] 
- P^Process on the r e g i o n n > 0 • M* ~. . 
reaches the m a x i s ] , 
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where the f i r s t term on the r i g h t of (16) f o l l o w s from the 
s t r u c t u r e of the t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t i e s . Although the 
process on the region m > M, m+ n > M + N takes place on a 
diamond shaped l a t t i c e , this; may e a s i l y be reduced t o the usual 
square l a t t i c e by the tra n s f o r m a t i o n 
m - K = m' , m + n - (M + N) = n' , 
(17) 
and mQ - M = , m0+ n Q - (M + N) = n^ , 
and t h e boundaries m = M, ni + n = IvE + N become the axes 
m' = 0, n' = 0. 
For i = (ra' ,n') w i t h m', n' > O, the t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i -
t i e s (10) become 
p i j = a = TM ' J = U ' + 1 ' N ' H 
(18) , , ' , . 
p - r - 1 V + e + v J = (m - l , n ' ) , 
i j C - 1 " XM » 
1 J = 135" ' j = (m ,n- 1) . 
Lemma 4 i n chapter 1 may be app l i e d when c > a, i . e . when 
M i s la r g e enough, to give 
( 19) p[Process reaches the n' axis] > 1 - 6^, 
i f n ' 0 > n£d/(c- a) + k d n ^ S ^ , 
—3 — 
where k = |d(c + a - 4ac) ( c- a) } a. 
Lot 5 Q = n>0"^« Then from ( 15) and ( l 8 ) , k = O^" 1/^} , and 
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d / f c - a) =0\™0~*}- Then ( 19) holds i f 
i . e . m0 + n Q - (M+N) > (mQ- M)0{mQ~*} + 0 [ ( m ^ - M } ^ } , 
using ( 1 7 ) . I t f o l l o w s from the d e f i n i t i o n s ( 15) of M and 
N t h a t the l a s t i n e q u a l i t y holds u n i f o r m l y i n n Q f o r a l l 
l a r g e enough mQ. Thus ( l ^ ) holds f o r a l l l a r g e enough m^, 
say m > M_, amd may be r e w r i t t e n as 
o c 
(20) P^Process on the region m :> ivi, m + n > M + N reaches 
the l i n e m= M, n > N s t a r t i n g frem (m 0,n Q) } > 1 - m 0 mQ > MQ. 
Also, by observing only the displacements i n the n d i r e c t i o n 
f o r the s u b s i d i a r y process s t a r t i n g from (rao«ng)» ^ f o l l o w s 
t h a t f o r a l l l a r g e enough in , 
0 
PjProcess on tho region n > 0 retLches the m axi s ] = ( ~ ~ ) n 0 
( 2 1 ) ^ 0 ( M _ 1 ) 
where n > 1, M = [ m Q 2 ] i a i l d a» d> c a r e defined i n ( 1 8 ) . 
Kence by combining the i n e q u a l i t i e s ( 1 4 ) , ( 1 6 ) , (20) and ( 2 1 ) , 
X(m 0,n 0) > x(m o,n Q) > 1 - 0{mQ 2 ] » u n i f o r m l y i n n Q as mQ -» GO, 
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and t h e lornna now f o l l o w s from the d e f i n i t i o n of X t m ^ , ^ ) . 
A rough lower bound f o r the expscted absorption time 
x(m,n) i s now obtained by comparing the epidemic process w i t h 
a process which has only the t r a n s i t i o n r a t e (in, 
i . e . q i = q i . = jj.n when i = (m,n), j = (m,n-l) and n > 0. 
-1 n -1 
Lemma 3. T(m,n) > ^L^r . 
Proof: Using the c o n s t r u c t i o n method given by F e l l e r , (see 
F e l l e r [ 6 ] or Reuter [ l 9 j ) , l e t the r step t r a n s i t i o n proba-
b i l i t i e s be d e f i n e d by 
o -q« t 
P i j ( t ) = 5 i j e 1 . t > o, 
(22) 
P i j ( t ) = 6 i j 6 + J o e k . ^ . q i k P k j ( s , d s ' r > 0 , t > 0 
As mentioned i n s e c t i o n 2.1, there i s a unique t r a n s i t i o n m a t r i x 
j p ^ j f t ) ] corresponding to the Q m a t r i x f o r the epidemic 
process. Hence P^Ct) •• PJJC*) a s r •+co. Let the Laplace 
transforms of P ^ * ) ^ p ^ f t ) w i t h respect t o t be 
/ ^ ( Q ) and ^ j ^ 9 ) r e s p e c t i v e l y . Then 
#£j(e) ^ ^ . ( e ) , as r-»», 8 > 0 . 
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On t a k i n g the Laplace transforms of equations (22), 
l i 
(23) 
r > 0, 8 > O. 
M i 
and on l e t t i n g r •+ oo, 
I Hr-i I 
Now suppose the absorbing s t a t e s , i . e . the s t a t e s o f t h e m 
a x i s , are classed as one s t a t e , A say. For the epidemic 
process, l e t 
*my 6 J = ^ j ^ J ' *m,n(0) = J*ij { 9 ,« W h e n 1 = ( m ' n ) ' J = A ' 
Then using equations (23), 
(25) O 0 ) " °' n > ° ' 
(26) (9) = 1/6, n = O, r > 0. 
m, n 
when n > 0, where q = q(m,n) = Xmn + un + v + e. 
Now compare $ ( 8 ) w i t h ¥ ( 8 ) , the Laplace transform m.n n 
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of the probability that the process, with the tr a n s i t i o n rates 
Q. = Q. . = un when i = (m,n), j = (ra,n-l), i s i n the state 
O at time t. I t follows from (24) that 
(28) ¥ ( 6 ) = ,(0) 
n (in+o :n-l 
- un u(n- l ) 1 
~ ]i(n-i)+e • • ' e ' n > o. 
Clear l y , using (25) and ( 2 6 ] , 
§ ° (6) = 6 rt/6<Y(0), n > O, 0 > O. m,n n,o n 
Suppose that for some r > 0, § (0) < y (0)form,n > 0,0 > 0. 
m,n ~ n ~~ 
Then from (27) and (28) 
O 6 ' s { # n + 1 ' e ' + { ^ ) v . " " + {5fe}V 9' + { ? f e K + 1 f e ' 
Hence by induction, ^ ^ j ^ 9 ) £, * > ° r m* n ' r 6* a n (^ 
on l e t t i n g r -> oo, $ (0) < * (0) f o r a l l m, n and 8. I t was 
m,n — n 
shown by Reuter i n [20] that the expected absorption time 
r i - 0 $ . ( e h 
<m,n) = lim j 1. 
f l - 0 Y n ( e ) i _ 3 _ x 
Hence Tr(m,n) > lini 1 — — • § 1 = | i " ' Z r , 
0 -» o+l J r = 
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which completes the proof oj; t h i s lemma. 
T „ •• • - t(m.n) -1 Lemma <!. . l i m m f -— - y 1 — — r > u. 
m +n -» oo log! m+n; ~ r 
n > 0 
Proof: By Lemma 2, f o r each p o s i t i v e 6 and r\ there 
e x i s t s M such th a t the epidemic process i n i t i a l l y at (mQ»no)» 
w i t h mQ > M, reaches a distance at l e a s t ( l - S ) ( m 0 + n Q ) from 
the m axis w i t h p r o b a b i l i t y at l e a s t 1-T). Let the event 
E(m,n) be defined by 
E(m,n) = [The epidemic process i n i t i a l l y a t ( mQ» n 0) 
reaches a distance at l e a s t ( 1-8 )(m 4n_) from the 
c o 
m axis f o r the f i r s t time at (m,n)j 
Then, using Lemma 3, and the Strong Markov Theorem f o r c o n t i n -
uous time (see Chung, [ 3 ] , I I , s e c t i o n 9 ) , i t f o l l o w s t h a t , i f 
m0 > M, 
^[ A b s o r p t i o n tiipo of the process i n i t i a l l y a t (m ,n )] 
C 0 
> a^n£tiAbsorption time- | E(m,n)J P }E(m,n)j 
>. Z f [Time t o reach m axis a f t e r f i r s t m,n 1 
reaching (m,n) | E(m,n)} P [E(m,n)] 
= 2 £* [Absorption time of the process m,n^ c 
i n i t i a l l y a t (m,n)j P [E(m,n)| 
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= I T(m,n) P[E(m,n)i 
m, n 
> { i n i T(m,n)} 2 PjE(m.n)} 
n > ( l - 6 ) ( m 0 + n 0 ) m ' n 
1 < r < ( l - 5 ) ( m c + n o ) 
~ ( l - r ) ) [ i 1 log(m i-n ) as m„ + n -» oo. 
O O 0 O 
I f however m Q < M, i t f o l l o w s d i r e c t l y from Lemma 3 t h a t 
n 
-1 ^ -1 - l 
T ^ m 0 ' n 0 ^ ~ ^ r = l r ~ ^ 1° s^ r a0 + n0'' a S m - + n- "* °°" 
O O 1"Tl 
Hence li r a i n f ; •> «\ > ——* 
V no " 00 g ( V V " * 
n Q > O 
0 0 o o 
log( in -
But r] may be chosen a r b i t r a r i l y small, and t h e r e f o r e the 
lemma f o l l o w s * 
On combining the r e s u l t s of Lemmas 1 and 4, the f o l l o w i n g 
i s obtained. 
Theorem 1. x(m,n) = 
^ A b s o r p t i o n time of t h e epidemic process i n i t i a l l y at (m,n)] 
~ |j. 1 log(m+n), as m+n -» oo, n > 0. 
2.3 I n t h i s s e c t i o n , the s t a t i o n a r y behaviour of the i r r e d -
u c i b l e epidemic process, w i t h v and e > 0, i s examined. 
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Since the process i s i r r e d u c i b l e , the t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t i e s 
p. . ( t ) have l i m i t s %. independent of i as t -* GO. I t i s -^J 3 
shown f i r s t l y t h a t the process i s n o n - d i s s i p a t i v e , i . e . ZTL .= 1, 
3 3 
before the r a t e of convergence of E n . i s considered. Let 
J J 
7tj = '^(m,n) when j = (m,n) w i t h m,n > 0. 
Theorem 2. £ 7c(m,n) = 1 m, n ' 
Proof: The c r i t e r i o n (D) given by Reutcr i n [20] may be 
generalised, w i t h only a s l i g h t ' a l t e r a t i o n i n the proof, by 
r e p l a c i n g the s i n g l e s t a t e I , ( i n t h e n o t a t i o n of [ 2 0 ] ) , by a 
f i n i t e set. The generalized c r i t e r i o n shows t h a t , since the 
epidemic process i s i r r e d u c i b l e , and i s uniquely s p e c i f i e d by 
i t s t r a n s i t i o n r a t e s as mentioned e a r l i e r , a s u f f i c i e n t c o n d i t i o n 
f o r the process t o be non dis;sipative i s the existence o f a 
f u n c t i o n u(m,n) > 0 such t h a t 
Au(m,n) > 1 f o r a l l but a J:inite set of (:n,n), w i t h m,n > 0, 
where 
(29) Au(m,n) = 7unn[u(m,n) - u ( m - l , n + l ) | + fj.n£u(m,n) - u(m , n - l ) j 
+ vfu(m,n) - u(m+l,n)| + eju(m,n) - u(m,n+l)J. 
Let u(m,n) = m + n + C p r i / ( i - p ) , where C and p are p o s i t i v e 
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constants, w i t h p < 1. 'Then 
(30) Au(m,n) = |jn - v» - e + Cjp n~ 1( Xmnp - pn+ ep), m,n-> O. 
Let C = ( l + v+ s ) / e, and p - i- Then 
(31) Au(m,n) = l , m > O, n = O. 
Using ( 3 0 ) , choose N such t h a t 
(32) Au(m,n) > 1, m > 0, n > N, 
and then choose M such t h a t 
(33) Au(m,n) > 1 m > M, O <. n < N. 
On combining ( 3 1 ) , (32) and (33) i t f o l l o w s t h a t Au(m,n) > 1 
on a l l but a f i n i t e set of (m,n), w i t h m,n > 0, and the 
c r i t e r i o n then shows th a t thei process i s n o n - d i s s i p a t i v e . 
I t i s now shown that the s t a t i o n a r y d i s t r i b u t i o n converges 
ge o m e t r i c a l l y on the s t a t e space, w i t h a u n i f o r m i t y i n v which 
i s used l a t e r . The f o l l o w i n g simple lemma i s needed to o b t a i n 
bounds on the 7c(m,n)s. 
Lemma 5. For any f i n i t e set A, 
£ 2 ic.q. . == 2 2 %. q. . . 
Proof; I t i s known (see ICendall and Reutcr, [ l 3 ] , Theorem 8) 
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that E it q , = 0 for each j i , i . e . 
2 %.q. . = X .q. = £ ft .n . 
i / j j J a / J J J a 
On summing the l o f t and right hand sides of the above equation 
over j € A, 
2 { Z % c< - = L I Z 
i e 2 | 2 + 2 1**%,= S J 2 + E 1* q 
i e A i ^ A a e A a A 
i . e . Z Z rc.q, . = 2 2 *4*4„ 
which proves the lemma, since the s e r i e s considered above are o£; 
positive terms and are convergent. 
Theorem 3. For each 5 and h > 0, with 8+h/(h+e) < 1, 
there e x i s t s a constant k such that 
and hence 
2 ic(m.n) < k(—«- + 5 ) R , R > O, 0 < v < h, 
n > R v 6 
*(m,n) = 0 [ ( ~ 1 ; + 6 ) m + n } . 
Proof: Suppose 0 < v < h and l e t 
A = {(m,n) : m < M, m + n < M+N] , where M > O, N > 1. 
On applying the lemma to the competition process, with t h i s 
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de f i n i t i o n of A, 
(34) 2 Ti(m,n)Xmn + 2 7c(m,n)un 
m = M+l 0 < m < M 
1 < n < N - I m + n = M+N+1 
= 2 n(m,n)v + 2 %[m,n)(v + e). 
n = M 0 < m < M 
0 < n < N- 1 m+ n = M+ N 
Hence 
(35) 2 n(m,n) + 2 Tc(m,n) 
m = M + 1 0 < m < M 
1 < n < N-l m+ n = M+ N+ 1 
* {minU(M+l),uNj} { . £ H 7 i ( " ' n ) + 0< ^ i . W « J t U ' n ) } . 
O < n < N - 1 m+ a = M + N 
I f 6 > 0 i s constant, there e x i s t integers M 0 » N 0 such that 
( 3 6 ) m i n L x U / l ) , ^ ] 5 5 ' » * M 0 ' N > N Q r 0 < V < h. 
Now l e t B(M,N) = 2 %(m,a) and C(H,N) = 2 %(m,n), 
m = M 0$m<M 
O < n < N- 1 m+n= M+N 
Then i t follows from (35) and (36) that 
(37) [B(M+ 1,N) - *(M+1,0)J + [C(M+ 1,N) - TC(M+1,N)} 
< 6[B(M,N) + C(M,N)j , M > M Q , N > N , O < w < h. 
Since 7c(M+ 1,N- 1) < the l e f t hand side of (35) , i t follows 





< 6 [ [ B(M,N) + C(M,N) ] + [C(M+1,N) - 7t(M+l,N) ] ] 
< 6 (1+6) { B(M,N) + C(M,N) j , M >M0, N >N , 0 < v < h . 
Also, by applying the equation Z TL. q. . = 0 with j = (M+l,0), 
(39) n(M+l,0) (v+e) = rc(M,0) v + K(M+1,1) p. , 
so that, on using (37), 
(40) *(M+1,0) = *(ll,0) + 
< B(M,N) + (|) [B(M+1,K) - x(M+l f0) | 
- (y+e + ^ ) )>(M,N) + C(M,N) | , 
M >M0, N >NQ, 0 <v <h . 
Hence, on adding the in e q u a l i t i e s obtained i n (37), (38) 
and (40), 
(41) B(M+1,N) + C(M+1,N) 
<: { 5 + 5 ( l + 6 ) + + 5ji j | : b ( m > n ) + c ( M j N ) 1 f 
M >\> N > N 0 * 0 < v < h • 
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Since 8 i s arbitrary, i t follows from (41) that, given any 
6 > 0 , with 8 + h/(h+e) < 1, there e x i s t M^and X. such that 
B(M+1,N) + C(M+1,N) < £ + 6 I [B(M,N) + C(M,N) \ , 
M > , N2.1^, 0 < v <h . 
Clearly for N fixed, say N = , and for R > + , i t 
follows that 
I 7t(m,n) < 2 JB(M,N. ) +C(M,N.)| 
m+n >R ~ M >R-K^ x 1 
= 01 (Jfe + 6 ) E ! . 
Hence the theorem follows when k i s suitably chosen. 
I t i s now possible to deduce from Theorem 3 that, as 
v •+ 0+ , the stationary d i s t r i b u t i o n •rc(m,n) of the epidemic 
process tends to that for the process given by the l i m i t i n g 
case v = 0 . 
Theorem 4. For a l l small enough values of v , 
L 7c(m,n) = [ 0 ( v ) ] M , 
m > M,n > 0 
where 0(v) i s independent of M , and. 
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as v -» 0+ , 
*(o,n) - [ ( g ) n A ; } / { ? ( * ) 7 r : i 
r=0 V-
and 7c(m,n) -» 0 , whem m > 0 . 
Proof: The proof of the f i r s t part follows e a s i l y from (34) 
and (39) which show that, for a l l M > 0., N>1, 
N-l N'-l (42) X(M+l) 2 ic(M+l,n) n < v E w(M,n) + (v+e) 2 *(m,n) , 
n=l n=0 0<ra<M 
( 4 3 ) K(M+1,0) < ( $ ) *(M,0) + (§) rc(M+l,l) . 
L e t t i n g N -* oo i n ( 4 2 ) , i t f o l l o w s t h a t 
oo .. oo r 
/ 4 4 j 2 %(m+ l , n ) n < (£} 2 7t(M,n} , HI > 0. 
n=l n=0 
Hemce, using (43) and ( 4 4 ) , 
00 CO 
2 + l , n ) = 7t(M+ 1,0) + 2 l , n ) 
n=0 n=l 
n 0 0 
< (£) u(K,0) + ( 1 + «) E r,(M+ l , n ) n.=l 
< {(£) + ( 1 + (£)] 2 tt(M,n) 
n=0 
oo 
= 0( v) 2 rv(f.l,n), 
n=0 
where 0 ( v ) i s independent of M. The f i r s t p art of the 
lemma f o l l o w s on i t e r a t i n g the above i n e q u a l i t y , and the l a s t 
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p a r t of the lemma i s a t r i v i a l consequence. 
To o b t a i n the behaviour of %(0,n) aB v -> 0+ , apply 
Lemma 5, now w i t h A = {(m,n) : m = 0, n < N] , f o r N > 1. 
then 
K- 1 N_r> 
(45) 2 7c(0,n)v + *(0,N- l ) e = 2 '% ( 1 ,n)Xn + ^ ( O . N ) , 
n=0 n=l 
N-2 , 
where the sum 2 n i l , n ) i s n u l l when N < 2. I t then 
n=l 
f o l l o w s from (42) w i t h K = 0 th a t 
N-2 , oo , ~ 
2 n ( l , n ) \n < v 2 ?c(0,n) = U ( v ) 
n=l n=0 
so t h a t from ( 4 5 ) , *(0,N) = (.^}h(0,N- l ) + Q(v), and thus 
(46) *(o,n) = (0,0) ( ^ ) n / n l + 0(v) 
where i n t h i s case 0 ( v) may depend on n. Given a r b i t r a r y 
constants T\ and h > O, i t f o l l o w s , using Theorem 3, t h a t 
there e x i s t s a f i x e d i n t e g e r N such t h a t 
( 4 7 ) 2 7c(m,n) > 1 - T J , O < v < h, 
m+ n < N 
(43) 2 ( ~ ) n / a * . < 
n = N+ 1 ^ 
By the f i r s t p a r t of the theorem, i t f o l l o w s from (47) t h a t 
1 - 2 - r c ( 0 , n ) < T } + G ( v } ; , 0 < v < h . 
n < N 
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Hence from ( 46 ) , 
N , £,n | l - * ( 0 f 0 ) S (-p) /n'. | < T] +0( v ) . 0 < v < h, 
and from (48)* 
n=0 
CO _ RI 
| l - * ( 0 , 0 ) 2 (£) / n l i 
n=0 
< li- 7 - a o . o ) z (£) n/h: | +71(0,0) z ( ^ ) n / m 
n=0 n=N+ 1 ^ 
< 2r) + 0 ( v ) 
•* 2T) , as v •* 0+. 
But T] i s a r b i t r a r y , so th a t l i m n ^(0,0) = { Z ( — ) n / n l j - 1 . 
V + n-O ^ 
Therefore, using ( 4 6 ) , l i n ^ + i s ( 0 , n ) = {(Z)nM]A z ' ( ^ ) r / r : ] > 
P r=0 ^ 
which completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
The a c t u a l l i m i t i n g values of ^(m,n) as v •* 0+ may 
also be found by using a r e s u l t of J. Lamperti ( [ 1 4 ] , §4, 
Example) on the convergence of s t a t i o n a r y s o l u t i o n s * Let the 
s t a t i o n a r y d i s t r i b u t i o n of the epidemic process be denoted by 
[%^] when v > 0, where f o r convenience the s t a t e s are now 
l a b e l l e d i = 0, 1, 2 Suppose the m a t r i x of jump 
t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t i e s i s d e f i n e d by p. . = ( l - 5. .)q. . / q . . 
i j i j i j i 
Then, f o r the given epidemic process, 2 p.. = 1 when v > 0, 
j 1 J 
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and q. ., q. and p are a l l continuous t o the r i g h t a t v = O. 
i j i x J 
I n the f o l l o w i n g arguments, the values of the q u a n t i t i e s con-
sidered when y = 0 are d i s t i n j j u i s h e d by a t i l d e i f necessary. 
The problem i s t o show -> as v -> 0+. 
x x 
A c r i t e r i o n given by Foster ( [ 8 ] , Theorem 2) may be gener-
a l i s e d t o show t h a t the jump process contains an ergodic set of 
s t a t e s i f there e x i s t s a non negative s o l u t i o n Ju(m,n)} of 
Au( m, n) > Xmn + \in + v + e 
f o r a l l but a f i n i t e number of (m,n) w i t h m , n > 0, where 
Au(m,n) i s defined as i n ( 2 9 ) . A s o l u t i o n i s given by 
u(m,n) = Am + Bn. + C p n / ( l - p ) > 
where A, B, C and p are constants, w i t h A > B + 1 > 2,p = 
and C chosen such th a t Ce - Av - Bs > y + e. I t f o l l o w s 
t h a t the jump process i s ergodic when v > 0, and, when v = 0, 
the jump process possesses on ergodic subset of s t a t e s ( t h e n 
a x i s ) , which i s reached w i t h p r o b a b i l i t y 1 from any other s t a t e . 
I t i s w e l l known (e.g. see Kendall and Reuter, [ 1 3 ] , Theorem l ) 
t h a t there e x i s t s a unique non negative s o l u t i o n f z j j °^ 
(49) £ z.p.. = z. f o r each j , w i t h I z. = 1. 
t i U i ± x 
I t i s also known (see Kendall and Reuter, [ 1 3 ] , Theorem 8) 
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t h a t 
2 " " ^ q j j = O f o r each j , w i t h Z % ± = 1, 
(50) i . e . 2r. iq ip =• r.. q. f o r each j , w i t h ET;. = 1, 
since p. . = ( 1 - 8. . )q. ./q.. St f o l l o w s from Theorem 3 when U i j i j l 
v > 0, end from c a l c u l a t i n g T;. e x p l i c i t l y v/hen v; = 0 t h a t 
2 71 .q . < o . Therefore, since the non negative s o l u t i o n of j J J 
(49) i s unique, i t f o l l o w s from (50) t h a t 
(51) z. = 7;.q./Z TC.q. f o r each j,tthen v > 0. 
1 1 1 j 3 J 
Hence 
(52) K = f - i ) / >:f - i - ^ f o r reach j , when v > 0. 
1 \ q i / j \ q i / 
Now . l e t 0 be a s t a t e which i s ergodic f o r a l l v > 0 
(e.g the o r i g i n (0,0) i n the m n plane). For v > O, 
d e f i n e x. = z,/z„ so that i i 0 
2 Tv.p. . = x., f o r a l l j when v > 0, w i t h = 1. 
i i i J J ' 0 
Lamperti's r e s u l t i n [ l 4 ] i s a p p l i c a b l e t o i r r e d u c i b l e r e c u r r e n t 
processes, but may e a s i l y be extended t o cover the present 
s i t u a t i o n f o r the jump process corresponding t o the epidemic 
process. From t h i s i t f o l l o w s t h a t there e x i s t f ^ j j such 
t h a t x -> X. as v •* 0+, and i i 
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(53) S X.p, . = X., w i t h X, = 1. 
i i i J J 0 
C l e a r l y z. = x./Z x. when y > O. since x = z./z^ and i x j J x i 0 
S z, = 1. I t i s now shown t h a t Z x. •> E X. < co as v -> 0+. i . 1 , 1 i I i 
so t h a t z.= x./Z x. -> X./Z X . Then, from (53) and the 
1 1 j J 1 J J 
uniqueness of t h e s o l u t i o n of ( 4 9 ) , i t f o l l o w s t h a t 
"z. = X / ] 5 X. and z •* "z. as v -> 0+. 
1 1 j J 1 1 
For the given process, Theorem 3 shows t h a t f o r each 
8 > 0, there e x i s t s N such t h a t 
Z Ti.q < 8e when 0 < v < v say. 
i > N 
Hence i t f o l l o w s from (51) t h a t since q. > e and Z-% = % , 
:L j. i 
Z z. = S 7 j . q . / S 5 t . q . < o s / Z K . e = 6. 
i > N 1 i > N 1 : L j J J j J 
when 0 < y < y . Then, since x = z / z , 0 i i 0 
(54) £ x. < - , 0 <: y < v„, . . „ l z ' 0 l > N 0 
and t h e r e f o r e 
— = T. x. + Z x. < 7, x. + — , 
Z0 i < N 1 i > N 1 i < N 1 X0 
1-5 
i . e . < 2 x . 0 < v < v . 
Z0 i < N 1 0 
75 
Therefore l i m sup ( ) < oa. 
v -> 0 + \ zcy 
Thus, since — = 2 x . the s e r i e s 2 x i s bounded as z . 1 i 0 l I 
v -> 0+, and from (54) converges u n i f o r m l y f o r a l l small 
enough v > 0. I t i s then e a s i l y shown t h a t 2 X < co and 
i 
I 
Z x. -> X X, as v -> 0 + . i i l l 
I t has now been shown t h ; i t z. -> z. as v 
l l 
where, from ( 52), 
z. \ / z 
-* 0+ , 
1 V <i J 
hen v > 0, and 
(55) 




2 - i - 2 =i 
i q i i Q i 
? I SB± - + 2 ^ 
q i * i 
Since q. > e when v > 0, z. -* z. and 2 z = 2 z = 1, i ~ i i I i ' i l 
i t follows that 
2 jz. - z . l/q. < e" 1 2 |z. - a. | -» 0 
i l - i x 1 
Also by dominated convergence, since 4.. "* <3^  » 
as v -» 0+ 
2 z. as v -* 0+ 
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Hence Z z./q. -» S 2./q\ as v •* 0+ , and the r e s u l t now 1 1 1 i 1 J-
follows from (55) . 
Chapter 3. 
The l i m i t i n g behaviour of f i r s t h i t t i n g times for a general 
recurrent random walk in two dimensions 
3.1. F i r s t l y consider the problem of f i r s t h i t t i n g times i n 
one dimension. For a simple random walk on the integers 
0, +1, +2,... , with t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t i e s p. . = ^  when 
j = i + 1 , F e l l e r ( [ 7 ] , Chapter T i l ) has shown that the 
probability that, starting at 0 , the f i r s t passage through y 
2 
occurs before time ty tends as y •* 0 0 to 
1 t ~ * ,2/, (1) 1 - (2A)2 / e " S ds , 
0 
which i s the positive stable d i s t r i b u t i o n of order ^ . I n 
the case of one-dimensional Brownian motion, i t may be shown 
(see Levy, [15], Chapter I I I ) that the corresponding f i r s t 
passage probability has exactly the value ( l ) for a l l y . 
I t i s shown i n the following sections that t h i s analogy c a r r i e s 
over into two dimensions, and the l i m i t i n g behaviour of the 
distr i b u t i o n of f i r s t h i t t i n g times i s found for a random walk 
on a l a t t i c e , i n both discrete and continuous time, and for 
Brownian motion. As a corollary, the l i m i t i n g behaviour of the 
di s t r i b u t i o n of f i r s t h i t s on an axis i s found for a r e s t r i c t e d 
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class of three-dimensional recurrent random walks. 
3.2. The f i r s t h i t t i n g time problem i s now investigated f o r 
two-dimensional Brownian motion. Let T(r) be the time at 
which the f i r s t passage through a disc of radius a occurs, 
when the s t a r t i n g point i s at a distance r from the centre of 
the disc. F.Spitzer [21] has shown that the Laplace transform 
of the d i s t r i b u t i o n of T(r) is given by 
K (rV2\) 
(2) 7 e" X t P { T ( r ) < t J dt = - °' - , t=0 XK (aV2X) 
where the r e a l part of X i s -oositive, and K i s the 
o 
modified Bessel function of the second kind and zero order. 
By i n v e r t i n g t h i s transform, the following l i m i t may be 
obtained, 
& " I 
Theorem 1. For each a>2 , P[T(r)_<r ] -+ 1 - 2a~ , as r-»oo. 
I t i s i n t e r e s t i n g to compare t h i s r e s u l t , and the analogous 
r e s u l t of Theorem 2 l a t e r on, with the following r e s u l t of Doney 
[4] f o r the symmetric random walk i n discrete time and on a 
three-dimensional l a t t i c e . I f such a process starts at 
2 2 — 
(x,y,0) , with r = (x +y ) 2 , the p r o b a b i l i t y that, when the 
f i r s t passage through the z axis occurs, the magnitude of the 
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displacement i n the z d i r e c t i o n i s less than r a , where 
a_ > l , tends to 1-a ^ as r-*oo . 
Proof of Theorem 1: On appliring the complex inversion formula 
f o r the Laplace transform to (2), (see 5/idder [25]), 
P { T ( r ) < t = l i m yf'-r / ^ V ' dX 
T-°° t K 1 c-ix \ K0(aV2\) 
(3) z , 4; x 
•j c+i-c e K ( r t 2V2z) 
= l i m ~-r / • n dz 
x - oo 2KX c _ i T z - K ^ R t 2^5?) 
where the second i n t e g r a l follows on substituting z = Vt , and 
noting that c > 0 i s a r b i t r a r y i n t h i s case. Suppose t = r a 
where a_>2 i s f i x e d . Then the l i m i t i n g behaviour of 
H T ( r ) < : r a j may be obtained on integrating by parts i n (3), 
thereby introducing suitable dominating factors. F i r s t l y l e t 
, . K ( r t - ^ ) K j r 1 - ^ 2 V 2 ( c + i u ) j 
(O g(u) = -2- r — — = , Z = C+1U. 
r ^ ( a l f 2V27) K Q[ar a / d *2^i£)] 
, x c+iu 
Then PiT(r) < r a ] = lim f~ / ^ - r — g (u) du , 
T -»• OO <™ -X T + 1 " R 
and, on integrating by parts, 
, f r c+iu l T 
(5) P f T ( r ) < r a j = lim ^ < .9 . r g (u) 




The following properties of K ( )(z) are now needed, (see Watson 
[23]) :~ In the half plane with the r e a l part of z positive, 
K Q(z) and KQ'(z) are analytic, and K Q(z) has no zeros; 
(6) K Q ( z ) ~ - l o g z , arid ^ ' ( z ) - - l/z , as z -» 0 
(7) and K &(z) - e"z (2TC/Z)^, and ^ ' ( z ) - - e~2 (2K/Z)"^, as z-»co 
Using (6) and (7) to construct bounds f o r K q , i t follows from 
(4) that, when a> 2 , g r(u) i s bounded f o r a l l u r and 
g (u) -» 1 - 2a - 1 as r -* 00 f o r a l l f i x e d u . Hence r 
c+iu ~) 1 
~* 0 as T -» 00 . 
-x 
Also, by applying dominated convergence, with I g ^ u ) ! 
bounded f o r a l l r and u , 
, T c+iu -, 00 c+iu 
l i m l i m ±- / ~r g J u ) du == l i m ~- / -r g_(u) du 
r-»oo T-*9 Z7i -T ( c + i u ) 2 " r r-»oo 2u - o o - ( c + i u ) Z r 
^ 00 c+iu 
:= 2^ ' 7 6 . v2 L l i m 6-001 du «t -00 (c+iu) r-»co r 
(9) , , OO c+iu 
( l - 2 a _ 1 ) i / du 
2TC -CO ( c + i u ) 2 
= 1 - 2a"1 , 
since 
. co x(c+iu) c+iT xX 
f- I -2 — du = l i j o ~ r r d\ , 
^ -°° (c+ i u ) ^ '-7U- c-iT X^  
which i s the inversion formula f o r the function h(x) with 
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Laplace transform X , i.e. h(x) = x . Now consider 
du S r ^ U ; du ^ [ a r - 0 - / ^ V 2 ( c + i u ) ] 
i r l - a / 2 K^r 1" 0"'' 2 V2(c^i^y] 
V 2 ( c + i u ) ^ [ a r ^ W ] 
i a r-a/2 K j r 1 - 0 ' / 2 v ^ [ ^ ] K ' [ a r " a / 2 V 2 ( c + i u ) ] 
^2(c+iu) [ ^ [ a r ~ a / 2 V 2 ( c + i u ) ] ] 2 
Using (6) and (7) to construct bounds f o r K and K 1 , i t 
o o 
follows that when a > 2 
^ - g r ( u ) = 0 ( | c + i u | - * ) , 
where the r i g h t hand side i s independent of r , and 
— §r(u) -+ 0 as r -» oo when u i s f i x e d . Hence by applying 
dominated convergence 
T e c + i u , ^  , oo c+iu f , ^ 
l i m l i m / — \ — g (u)Vdu = l i m / — { — g (uV du 
r->oo T-OO -T c + I U (du < V J r-oo -oo c + I U ) du B r ^ J) 
(10) 7 e c + i u ( _ . d , a „ = J — J lira j — g (u)f du -co c + I U -*oo du °r .) 
Therefore, on combining (8), (9) and ( l o ) with (5), the proof of 
Theorem 1 i s completed. 
Theorem 1 may easily be extended to a more general region 
which i s bounded and contains an open subset, by comparing the 
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f i r s t h i t t i n g times with, those f o r discs contained i n and 
contained by the region. 
3-3. Suppose that a general recurrent random walk i n 
discrete time and on a two-dimensional l a t t i c e of points 
(xpXg) where x^, = 0, +1,, +2,... , i s defined as follows. 
Let [X ] , n = l, 2 , be a sequence of independent 
i d e n t i c a l l y d i s t r i b u t e d random variables, taking two-
dimensional values with integer components. Consider a 
p a r t i c l e moving at random, whose position at time n i s given 
by S = S + JL + ... + X , n = 0 , 1, 2. .. . , where S i s the n o l n ' o 
position at time 0 . Let the characteristic function of the 
d i s t r i b u t i o n of X be n 
cp(e) = Q e i 6 ' ^ j = I e i 6 - x p [ X n = x] , 
where 9=(0 ; L,S 2) , x = ( x l 5 x 2 ) and 6. x = 6 ^ + 8 x g . 
Suppose the process defined by the random variable S n i s 
irred u c i b l e , and can i n f a c t reach any point of the l a t t i c e 
with positive p r o b a b i l i t y . As pointed out by F.Spitzer [ 2 2 ] , 
a number theoretic argument shows that t h i s l a s t condition i s 
equivalent to the condition t h a i <p(6) =: 1 only i f both 
components of @ are multiples of 2TC . Suppose also that 
the random variables X have ::ero mean and a f i n i t e moment 
n 
of order greater than 2 , i.e. £1x^=0] , and there exists 
5 > 0 suuh ti i a t £ |H^ n i^ + ^] < 3 0 > where |X nl denotes the 
length of the vector X n . Under these assumptions, the 
following r e s u l t , which i s analogous to that f o r tvto-
dimensional Brownian motion, may be obtained. 
Theorem 2. Let T(x) be the time taken f o r the process to 
reach the o r i g i n s t a r t i n g at position x . Then f o r each a >2, 
P[T(x) < | x | a j •* 1-2a" 1 as x - oo , 
where |x| denotes the length of the vector x . 
The following two lemmas are needed. 
Lemma 1. Let a n ( x ) = P{T(x) >nj , and l e t 
A(x,s) = £ a_(x) z , where 0 < z < 1 Then n = 0 u 
1 e i e , X 
where the double integration i s with respect to the components 
of 6 , and i s to be taken over the square -n<§-^<%s ~K <.®2—'K> 
unless otherwise stated. 
Proof: In the customary notation l e t p ^ be the pro b a b i l i t y 
that the process reaches y at the n th. step, s t a r t i n g 
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0 c n 
from x , with p = o . Let f be the. p r o b a b i l i t y that 
^xy xy xy * J 
the process reaches y f o r the f i r s t time at the n t h . step, 
s t a r t i n g from x , The generating function f o r f n , with 
x ^ 0 , may be obtained by using the formula 
n _n 0 n-1 1 ,1 n-1 .. 
Px0 = fx0 P00 + fx0 P00 + + :':x0 P00 ' n ^ ^ 
On multiplying t h i s by z n, with 0 < z <1 , and summing over 
n _> 1 , with x / 0 , 
°° n n ~ " r 1 „n-r r n » _n n " r r E p z = £ £ f . p„. z = L f . z I p O A 2 , „_! *x0 n = 1 r = 0 xO *00 n = 1 xO r = 0 '00 
where a l l the above sums are f i n i t e . Hence 
oo „ „ oo „ „ o o » » « 
(11) £ f " z n = E p z / 2 z.r , x / 0. 
n=0 x0 n = o *x0 ' r=o ^00 ' r 
Since a fx) = P[T(x)>n] = £ f „ , 
n r=n+l x 0 
I t follows that when x / 0 arid 0 < z < 1 , 
(12) 
A(x,z) = E a (x) z n 
n=0 
= £ E f r n z n n=0 r=n+l x 0 
oo r-1 r> n E 
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oo n 
I t i s shown independently, i n Lemma 2 (2l), that £ p = oo . 
n=0 0 0 
Hence, since the process i s i r r e d u c i b l e , i t follows from the 
general theory (see Feller [7]) that the process i s recurrent 
and Z f = 1 . Now ( l l ) and (12) may be combined to give n=0 x 0 
i - S f» 
1 - Z 
°? r r °? n n r l o P00 2 " r l o PxO 2 _ 
(l--z) Z p r z r v ;
 r=0 00 
I f 9(9) =£le i 9- Xnj , then [ q,(8) f = S i e 1 6 ' ^ | S ( )= Oj , and. 
p r i = P[S =y|s o=xj xy ' n ^  ' 0 ' 
= P[S n=y-x|s 0=0j 
= - i , ; / [ 9 ( e ) ] n e - i 6 - ( y - x > de . 
\? n n z11 r r r /Qv-,n -iQ.(y-x) , Q E p z = E - j Jl [<K e;J e V J ' d9 n=0 *y n=0 4?t Hence 
(14) = " ? [ z c p ( 6 ) f e - i 6 - ^ - X ) d e 
4^ ^ ii-o 
- ^2 T ^ e j d e ' 
where the summation and integration may be interchanged since 
the function considered has modulus < z, , and i s therefore 
absolutely convergent under summation and integration over 
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the given l i m i t s . The lemma i s now completed by using (13) 
and (14) to give 
, ie.x 
The re s u l t f o r the asymptotic behaviour of the f i r s t 
h i t t i n g time T(r) f o r two-dimensional Brownian motion 
depends on the behaviour of the Laplace transform 
/ e P[T(r) < t ] dt when \ i s near 0 and r i s large, o 
The behaviour of the generating function A(x,z) = 
n?Q P^T(r) >n] z i s now examined when z i s near 1 and 
is large. 
Lemma 2. I f z = 1 - r\ , with TI > 0 small, then 
A ( x z ) - 2 log |xl - f(x . n ) +0(1) 
A U , z ; " -„iiog n + 0(1)] ' 
k ' x l 1 - J (u) 
with f ( x , n ) = 2 / _ a _ - _ du , 
0 U ( l + uVc 2T,|x| f c) 
where Q(l) and the constants c, k > 0 are independent of 
and r) , and J i s the Besstsl function of f i r s t kind and o 
zero order. 
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Proof? Consider the behaviour of <P'('3) near 9=0 . 
Following a method due to P.Spitzer [ 2 2 ] , l e t 
h(u) = e i u - ( l + i u - u 2 / 2 ) . 
Suppose £ , H x n | 2 + ^ ] < oo . Then a constant d may be chosen 
such that 
|h(u)| < d | u | 2 + 5 f o r a l l r e a l u 
and, by applying Schwarz's inequality, 
lEfh(e.x n )] | < d £ [ | e . x n l 2 + 6 j 
< d e i ( e „ e ) 1 + 6 / 2 ( x n . x n ) 1 + 6 / 2 j 
< d i e i 2 - > 8 s n x n i 2 + 6 i , 
i.e. e ih(e .x n )J = 0 ( | e | 2 - > 8 ) . 
Now l e t (i(6) = 2£[(6.X n) 2] , which is a positive d e f i n i t e 
quadratic form i n the components 6^, 6 ? of 6 . Then 
cp(e) =eiei6'y*} 
= £ [ i + i (e .x n ) - (e .x n) 2/2 + h(e.x n )i 
= i - i £ [ ( e . x n ) 2 j + ^Jh(e..xn)I , 
i.e. <p(e) = i - ^(e) + 0 ( | e | 2 + 6 ) . 
Hence i f -n and 9 are both small, 
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|2+£ i - zcp(e) = i - ( i - r , ) [ i - u(e.) + 0 ( | e r + o ) J 
= h + u(e)] { i + o ( |e l 5 ) j , 
so that 
1-29(6) = )^ 1 % ) ' ' f o r 3 1 1 s m a 1 1 e n o u S h T' a n d 8 
The quadratic form u(6) may 'be reduced to r by making a 
transformation involving a r o t a t i o n and a linear change of 
scale i n the 8 plane, say 
6 1 = r f c ^ cos(*-i|r 0) + ^  s i n ( t - * 0 ) } , 
(16) 
8 2 = r f - o ^ 3 i n ( t - f l 0 ) + o"2 cos(+-* 0)j , 
where r and ijf are polar coordinates, and <T . cr and i|f 
1 <i o 
are constants. Hence (15) may now be rew r i t t e n as 
fn\ 1 1 + Q ( r 5 ) 
where r and TI are suitable small constants, o o 
Now consider the numerator and denominator of the 
expression f o r A(x,z) i n Lemma 1. The numerator may be 
w r i t t e n as 
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r > r 
l e 1 I J e 2 l < t v ' 
r < r — o 
where r(c^-K^) i s the Jacobian of the transformation ( l 6 ) . 
Since «p(0) i s continuous, and <p(6)==l only i f both 6^  
and a r e multiples of 2% , <p(6) i s bounded away from 1 
i f 6 i s bounded away from 0 i n the region | 9 ^ l , f©^ ^ S. x* 
I t follows that the above i n t e g r a l over r > r Q ^ s bounded 
independently of x and z when 0 < z <1 . To tackle the 
int e g r a l over r_<r J suppose f i r s t l y that 
x = (|x| cos i|r , |x| sin ^  ) . Then using ( l 6 ) , 
6.x = r|x| {o~^[cos i|r^  cos(ijf-\jf o) - sin \|f^ sin(i|r-i|r ) ] 
+ o"2[cos ^ sin(i|M/ o) + sin ^  cos(+-* o) ] J 
(18) 
= r|x| [a^ cos(f-i|ro+i|r.L) + o"2 s i n ( t - * o + t 1 ) } 
= c r |x| cos(\]f - | 2 ) ., 
where c and ^ are constants, and c i s independent of x . 
Then, i f T I < T ^ , i t follows from (17) that 
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r < r — o 
= // ( l - e i 6 - X ) HQirJ. r dr dt 
r < r r\ + 
— o 
= /'J (1- e i 9 ' X ) [ \ -• - j T - a - ^ + 0 ( r 6 " 2 ) J r dr d* . 
— o 
Clearly the contribution to the i n t e g r a l from the term 0 ( r 8 " 2 ) 
i s bounded, independently of x and r\ . Using (18), 
2* >.iQ'X) d* = 2* - f e 1 C r , X' c o s < > - t 2 ) d t • = 0 0 
i c r |x| cos ijr 
0 
= 2%{1 - J Q ( c r |x|) 1 , 
since J q has the representation (see Watson [23]) 
2 ^ 2 
J (u) = — [ c o 3 ( u cos x!f) di|r . o 7C o 
2 "* Since J Q ( u ) = 1 + 0(u ) as u-»0 , and J (u) = 0(u~2') as 
u-* oo, (see Vfatson [23]), i t follows that when x i s large, 
// ( l . e i 6 ' X ) f l ) r d r d * = 2x J° [1 - J (c r |x| ) j f 
— o 
2w n /  
2ft 
2-K - / e 0 
2TC - 4 r 
- 2 x k l x l [ 1 - J W J S S 
u= 0 ° u 
= 2% log|x| + 0(1) , 
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where k = c r Q and 0 ( l ) are independent of x and r\ when 
ri < TI • Also ~ o 
f r /n iO.x-, ri r ° j l - J 0 ( c r | x ) j T j r , // (1-e ) — — r dr dT|f = 2rc / i 9 / » ^ 
r < r Q r'^-n + r' 1) r = 0 r ^ - n + r ^ ; 
2;.k/|x| 1 7 / ° ( U ) I , l u 
7 1 0 U^l+l^/c^Tl |x| 2] U 
= % f (x,Tl) . 
Hence 
(19) // 11 d6 =» *(c- 2 + q^2 l o g l x ! + f (x,n) + 0(1) ! 
where 0 ( l ) i s independent of x and TI when "H < T) . 
The i n t e g r a l i n the denominator of the; expression f o r 
A(x,z) i n Lemma 1 may be written as 
rr dQ r r tie , O 2^ 2* r f r dr df 
r > r r < r o — o 
The in t e g r a l over r > r 0 i s bounded independently of x and z 
when 0 < z < 1 , since <p(e) i s then bounded away from 1 
i n the range of integration. Using (17) the i n t e g r a l over 
r £ r 0 > with T l£"n o > D e w r i t t e n as 
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;r / = ;/ ^±Jfe?i r dr d* 
- o r < r 0 
= 2. ? + 0(1) r=0 n + r 
= - * log n + 0 ( i ) > 
where 0 ( l ) i s independent of n <_TI and x .. Hence 
and the lemma follows on combining (19; and (20). Also 
from (20), 
(21) 2 p " = l i m _ i _ ;/ r - ^ T T T = oo , n=0 0° z-1- ^2 l-zcp(e) 
which i s the condition required i n Lemma 1 . 
Proof of Theorem 2: Let B(x,t) = Z a (x) . Then, on 
n< t n 
s u b s t i t u t i n g z = e \ with X small, say 0 < \ < X q , i n 
Lemma 2, 
7 e - X t d,B(x,t) = A(x, e !" X) 
(22) 0 
2 I O K I X I - h(x.X) + 0(1) 
-XjlogX +0(1)1 
where 0 ( l ) i s independent of x and X , and 
, k|x| 1 - J (u) 
(23) h(x,X) = f ( x , l - e *) = 2 / 2 / 2 / ° , , 9 , clu, 
0 u l l + u V c ^ ( l - e - X ) |x| 2 
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The Tauberian Theorems 98 and 108 i n [10] use a method 
due to Karamata to obtain the asymptotic behaviour of a 
function from the behaviour of i t s Laplace S t i e l t j e s transform, 
wi t h respect to X say, near1 X = 0 . Since A(x,e ^) i s 
the Laplace transform of a series of positive terms, t h i s r e a l 
variable method may conveniently be modified here, by 
considering A(x,e ^ ) f o r large values of x as well as f o r 
small values of X , to obtain the behaviour of B(x,|x| a) 
when a _> 2 . 
By Theorem 99 i n [10], f o r eaich r e a l function g , 
Riemann integrable on (0,l) , and f o r each e > 0 , there 
exist polynomials 
i s j s p(u) = S p u and q(u) = S q u such that s=0 s s=0 5 
0 0 - t • - t - t -(24.) p < g < q and / e [ q(e ) - p(e ) j d t < e . 0 
Then, since B(x,t) increases with t 
CO -Xt 
(25) 
/ e' 0 g(e ) d,B(x,t) > / e p(e ) d.B(x,t) 
sXt Xt / e d.B 
(s+l)Xt CO d B( Z„ P, I e 
' d tB(x,t) 
tB(x,t) 
= 1 pe. A [ x , e ^ S + 1 > j s = 0 £> 
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Using (22), with X small, 
(26) 
,r -(s+l)X, _ 2 log lx| - M x , ( s + l ) X ? + 0(1) 
1 ' ] " - ( s + l ) X . i l o g X +0 ( 1)1 
(s+1 JX log X s v ' ' » 
where 
( 2 ? ) 4 _ 0 i h u , ( ^ ) M i . Q ( ^ M ) 
s ( s + l ) X l o g X 
where 0 ( . ) i s now independent of x and X , as X •+ 0+ , 
"but may depend on s . Let g(u) = u" 1 when e ^ ' j c u j c l , 
and 0 otherwise, i . e . g(e *) = when 0_<t _<1 , and 0 
otherwise. Then, since B(x,0) = 0 , i t follows from (25) 
and (26) that 
B(x,X _ 1) = 7 V X t g ( e " X t ) d.B(x,t) 
0 z 
> 1 p (- > 2 . H X I , + A (x,X)} — S_Q rs \ (s+1) \ l o g \ s v ' ' J 
= - ( f ^ o a k l ) i p ( s + 1 ) - i + z p A ( x , x ) . 
\x log x y s = 0 *s ' s = 0 *s s v ' J • 
But E p (s+1)' 1 = / e~V S p e " S t dt s=0 s o s=0 s 
0 0 - t - t = / e p(e ) dt 
_> 1 - e , 
using (24) and the above d e f i n i t i o n of g. Hence 
(28) B(x,X- 1) > - (l-«?2 1°ffM + E p A (x,X) . 
— X log X s = o s s 
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So f a r X has been small but independent of x . Now l e t 
X = |x| a , where a> 2 i s fixed. Then, since 
J (u) = l - f ) ( u 2 ) as u-»0 , J 0 ( U ) ='^(U~2) as u , and 
| l _ e ^ s + 1 ) X ] | x| 2 ~ (s+l) | x | - a + 1 , as x - o o , 
i t follows from (23) that h [ x , ( s + l ) \ j = 0 ( l ) as x -» co . 
Therefore, using (27) with X = |x|~11, and a> 2 fixed, 
A s(x,X) = I x r C ^ i ^ l " ) a s X " « " 
where 0 ( » ) may depend on s , so that from (28) 
B(x,|x| a) > | x | a [ f ( l - e ) + 0 ( i ^ | - ) 1 <" x - 00. 
Since e > 0 i s arbitrary, i t now follows that 
, . . _ B(x, lx.| a) 2 
^ l r f " | ~ T a ^ a ' a ^ 2 • X -+ CO 
The previous argument may be repeated s i m i l a r l y beginning with 
the inequality g < q to obtain 
B(x, |x|'x) 2 lim sup \ , < ~ , a 
Hence for a>2, B(x, |x| a) ~ 2|x| a/a , as x -» 00 . 
The behaviour of P j l ( x ) > \x\a} as x -* 00 i s now 
e a s i l y obtained since 
B(x,t) = E P{T(x) :>n] , 
n < t 
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where P[T(x) >n| i s raonoton:i.cally decreasing as n 
increases. Thus, i f a > 2 and 5 > 0 , 
B ( x , | x | a + 6 ) - B(x,|x| a) < | x | a + 5 P [ T ( x ) > | x | a i , 
and on dividing both sides by |x| a T° and l e t t i n g x -» oo , 
lim inf P{T(x) > j x | a | > 2 ( a + 5 ) _ 1 . 
X •+ oo 
Hence, since 6 > 0 i s arbitrary, 
lim inf P[T(x) > | x | a j > 2a" 1 , a > 2 
X-» oo 
S i m i l a r l y B(x,|x| a) > ( x | a P|T(x) > U | a t , 
so that lim s;up P{T(x) > |x| a] < 2 a " 1 , a > 2 
x -* oo 
Hence lim P(T(X) > | x | a j = 2a" 1 a >2 x -> oo 
which completes the proof of Theorem 2 . 
The following deduction may be made e a s i l y now. 
Corollary. Theorem 2 holds when the origin i s replaced by 
any f i n i t e set of points S , 2Jid |x| by the distance r 
of the s t a r t i n g point from S . 
Proof: Suppose y i s a point i n S. Then for each a > 2 
P[ Process, reaches S by time r a ) 
(29) .> P I Process reaches y by time r 0 ' ] 
-» 1 - 2 a a s r - » o o 
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Suppose a > 2 and 8 > 0 . Then by a simple application 
of the Strong Markov Theorem (see Chung [3]> I 9 section 13 ) 
i t follows that 
ft 
P [ Process reaches the origin by time r """" j 
_> P [ Process reaches S by time r a ., and then reaches the 
origin within a time r^' of f i r s t h i t t i n g S } 
= E P{ Process f i r s t reaches S by time r a s t a r t i n g at y j 
ye S 
x p[ Process reaches the origin by time r s t a r t i n g at y } 
The second term i n each of the l a s t summands tends to 1 as 
r -» 0 0 . Since S i s f i n i t e , i t than follows that 
lim sup PjProcess f i r s t reaches S by time r a | < 1 - 2(a+5) \ r •+ oo 
The corollary follows on combining t h i s inequality with (29) 
and rioting that 6 may be chosen a r b i t r a r i l y small. 
3.4. The f i r s - t h i t t i n g time problem i s now/ investigated 
for a random walk on the same two-dimensional l a t t i c e , but i n 
continuous time. Let [p ( t ) j be the matrix of 
xy 
t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t i e s , and suppose that the process i s 
sp e c i f i e d by the t r a n s i t i o n rates p ' (o) = q„ , where 
^xy 0,y~x 
0 < 2, q^. = - q„„ < co . y^O Qy 00 
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Since the t r a n s i t i o n rates q are bounded, a. short 
-<y 
functional analysis argument :>hows that i f P(t ) = [p ( t ) j 
xy 
and Q = 1<1 j > then P ( t ) i s uniquely determined and 
P(t) = e t Q . Hence i f 
+v r±\ i f f tq>(e') - i e.(y-x) J U 
then p ( t ; = —=; J J e n ' e K J ' dfl , 
where the double integration i s to be; taken over the range 
-K<Q^<% , -%<Q^<% unles,s otherwise stated. Suppose that 
<p(e) = -n(e) + 0 ( | e | 2 + 6 ) 
where 6 > 0 , and p.(6) i s a positive d e f i n i t e quadratic 
form in the components 6^ and 9^ of 0 . This i s equivalent 
to the condition that the f i r s t jump positions have zero mean 
and a f i n i t e moment of order greater than 2 . Since the r e a l 
part of cp{6) i s not posi t i v e , 
f e " X t p ( t ) dt = 7 e ~ X t [ -1* U a * ^ 6 ) a " " ' ^ d6 ] dt 
q *y o 
- _1_ rr <f -(X-<P<0))t , - i e.(y-x) 
(30) - 4 „ 2 " I J e d t * * d e 
= // — r - de , 
X - 9<9) 
when X > 0 , where the order of integration may be changed 
since the i n t e g r a l i s absolutely convergent under the given 
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l i m i t s of integration. 
To obtain the Laplace transform of the f i r s t h i t t i n g time 
p r o b a b i l i t i e s , f i r s t l y l e t g ^ C t ) be the probability that 
the process f i r s t reaches 0 l a t e r than time t , s t a r t i n g 
from x / 0 . Then 
PxO ( t> = ~ I POO**"8* W S > • 
Now l e t p (\) = 7 e " X t p ( t ) dt , xy o ^ 
t 
and B(x,t) = I gYf.(.s) ds . 
0 x u 
Then since g „(s) decreases as s increases, °x0 
oo , , 
**><X> = tiQ *' X t P x 0 ( t ) dt 
= - f e " X s d g „(s) 7 e" X t p f t ) dt 3=0 s°xO t=0 0<r ' 
= - P ™ 0 0 £ [ e ~ X s g A ( r 0 ] + X / e g (s) ds ] 00 ' c L 6 x 0 v ' s = 0 s=0 x 0 
= P 0 0 ( X ) [ 1 - W Q e - X s d s B ( x , s ) }. 
Hence using the above and (30), 
r e - ^ d t B ( x 3 t ) = h ^ ^ i = r / ^ 8 - ^ r d e , 
0 * x P n n ( x ) X J7 - 2 « _ 
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The methods used i n the discrete time case may now be applied 
to show that Theorem 2 and i t s corollary also hold in the 
continuous time case, except that , i n the proof of the 
corollary, the continuous time version of the Strong Markov 
Theorem i s now needed ( see Chung, [ 3 L H» section 9 ) . 
3.5- The following r e s u l t i s now obtained from Theorem 2. 
Suppose a random walk, i n discrete time, and on a three-
dimensional l a t t i c e of points (x,y,a) where x, y, a = 0, +1, 
+2, . . . , i s defined as follows. Let X , n = 1, 2 , . . . , be 
a sequence of independent i d e n t i c a l l y distributed random 
variables, with values on the three-dimensional l a t t i c e , 
whose components i n the x y plane have the properties of 
the two-dimensional random variables defined at the beginning 
of section 3.3 . Suppose also that cannot simultan-
eously possess non zero components i n the z direction and 
the x y plane, and that the: z direction component has zero 
mean and f i n i t e variance. Suppose the position of the 
random walk at time n i s given by S = S + X . + . . . + X , 
J n o l n ' 
n = 0, 1, 2 , . . . , where S q i s the i n i t i a l p osition at time 0. 
Let Z be the point of the z. a x i s which i s reached f i r s t 
2 2 ^ 
s t a r t i n g from (x,y , o ) , with r = (x * y ) ^ . 
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Corollary. I f a > l , P[ Jz I < r a ] -» 1 - a as r -* oo . 
As mentioned at the beginning of section 3.2 , t h i s 
r e s u l t was proved d i r e c t l y i n the important case of the simple 
symmetric random walk by Doney [ 4 ] . 
Proof of c o r o l l a r y : I f the i n i t i a l position i s (x,y,0), 
2 2 — 
with r = (x +y ) z , l e t T be the t o t a l number of steps 
taken before reaching the z .axis f o r the f i r s t time, H the 
t o t a l number of non zero horisontal steps taken p a r a l l e l to 
the x y plane, and V the t o t a l number of zero steps and 
steps taken i n the v e r t i c a l z directions. (Thus T = H + V.) 
By observing only the motion p a r a l l e l to the x y plane, 
i t follows from Theorem 2 that, i f a > 2, 
(31) P [ T < r a j - 1-20" 1 as r - 0 0 . 
Now suppose a > 1 , 8 i s small., with 0<6 < a - l , and 
X >0 i s large. Then for a l l large enough r , 
P l U I < r a ] > P(|Z| < Xra'b] 
> P{|Z|< X r a " 6 , T < r 2 ( a " 6 ) ] 
(32) 2(a-6) > P[ |z | < \ V T , T <r 
> P [ T ^ r 2 ( o ' - 6 ) } - P( |z | > X v T I . 
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Clearly from (31) 
(33) P[T < r 2 ( a - 6 ) j - l - ( a - 6 ) " 1 , as r - oo . 
and i t remains to show that the second term p[|z| >\VrT] i s 
small. 
(34) Let n = -g min(p,l-p) , 
where p i s the probability that X^ has zero x and y 
components. Then 
Pi |z| >\v/T ] 
= pf|z| >\fr, nT< V< (l--n)Tj 
+ P [ | z j > X v / T , T I T > V or V > ( l - n ) T j 
< P[ \z\ > X V V / ( l - n ) , V > n r j + P[V<nTj + P{V >(l-n)T I, 
since TJT < V implies V > T)H > r\r . Now put 
P[|z| >X W / ( 1 - T I ) , V >-nr] 
(36) 
= 2 p\z\ >x^Tv7X^n) I v=v] p[v = v] , 
v >T)r 
and, using T = H + V , 
P[V<Ttf] = P[V < nH/(l-Ti)] 
(37) 
= Z P[V < nh/(l-n) I H=h} P[H=hj 
h 
Then l e t the one step t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t i e s of the random 
walk be denoted by ( i ) p f o r non zero steps p a r a l l e l to 
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the x y plane, where the s u f f i c e s of p are two dimens-
ional vectors, and ( i i ) q ^ for zero steps or steps p a r a l l e l 
to the z a x i s , where the su f f i c e s of q „ are s c a l a r s . 
ap 
Then for a l l a and a , 
2 Pah + £ %H = 1 » a I l d 5 ^nfl = P * 
^ ab p ap p ap 
I f the random walk i s i n i t i a l l y at vector position a i n the 
x y plane, 
P[H=h, V=v, Z P Z ] = 
(38) 
a j o C " " 1 ) ^ \ a 2 - V l C ' \ . 1 Z ' 
Hence P[v=v, Z=«j = S P{H=h, V=v, Z=zJ 
h 
= { 2 [ E, Z ^ - 1 ) p ... p J J 2 q ... q 
h a / 0 V v ; i J a a 1 ^ 0 - a ^ \ _ ± z 
and 
p[V=v], = S Pfv=v, Z=z( 
3 
= 1I [ B l%^ 1T 1)p a 8 l-'v 1°" p T-
Thus 
p i ^ l v = v i . - ^ ; , 0 ^ / P ) ... \ ^ p ) . 
and i t follows that the conditional d i s t r i b u t i o n of steps i n 
the v e r t i c a l d i r ection has zero mean and f i n i t e variance. 
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The central l i m i t theorem ( see Gnedenko and Kolrnogorov [ 9 ] , 
§ 35 } Theorem 4 ) then shows that the conditional 
p r o b a b i l i t i e s i n (36) have a l i m i t as v -* oo which i s 0 ( \ ^ 
Hence there e x i s t s a constant c such that 
(39) lim sup P{ |z| >XW/(l-nj , V>nr \ < ~ . 
r •* oo K 
S i m i l a r l y from (38) 
P{H=h, V=v} = Z P{H=h, V=v, Z=z] 
- T /h+v-l\ v 
~ a.2K0 ^a1-" \_L0 { v / P ' 
and 
P[H=h} = 2 P[H=h, V=vj = S p .... p ( l - p ) " h . v a ±/0 a a x V l 
Thus 
p { v - , r l u v , ? P?H=h, V = T ] /h+v-l\ f. vh v 
P I V - V | H = H ] = P | i h l = I v J ^-P) P ' 
Considering the conditional p r o b a b i l i t i e s i n (37) and using 
the d e f i n i t i o n of r\ i n (34)» i t follows that 
P|V < T T h / U - r O i l H=hJ < E ( h + ; - 2 ) ( l - p ) h p V . 
The l a s t expression i s the t a i l of a negative binomial 
distribution, which has mean h p / ( l - p ) and variance h p / ( l - p ) 
I t i s e a s i l y shown, using Tchebychev's inequality ( e.g. see 
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F e l l e r [7 ] , Chapter IX ) , that t h i s t a i l tends to zero as 
h -• oo . Hence, since H j> r in (37)» 
(40) P[V <T)T| -* 0 , as r - * 00. 
S i m i l a r l y i t may be shown that 
(41) P[V > (l-n) T} -» 0 , as r -* 00 . 
Therefore, on combining (39), (40) and (41) with (35), 
lim sup P[ fz| > \VT] < 7 , r -*• 00 — A 
and thus, on combining (32) and (33), 
lim inf P[ (z| < r c ' ] > 1 - - \ - £ . 
But 8 may be chosen a r b i t r a r i l y small,, and X a r b i t r a r i l y 
large, so that 
(42) lim inf P{|z| < r a ] > 1 - J . 
r -» 00 ~ ~ a 
Now suppose a>l, 8 >0 and e >0 , where 6 and E are 
both small. Then, for a l l large enough r , 
Pf|z| > r a j > P[|Z| > e r a + 6 ! 
> Pl|z| > e r a + 6 J T > r 2 ( a + 6 ) ] 
( 4 3 ) > P{|Z| > EVT, T > r 2 ( a + 5 ) i 
> P[ T > r 2 ( a + 5 ) ] - P[|Z| <e/T j . 
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From (31) i t follows that 
(44) P[ T > r 2 ( a + 6 ) } - - i r as r - 00 . 
Using methods similar to those used e a r l i e r to consider 
P [ j z | > \7T~ j , i t may be shown that there e x i s t s a constant c 
such that 
lim sup P[ |z | < e v f j < c e . r -» 00 
I t now follows from (43) and (44) that 
lim inf P[ |z| > r a ] > — -r - c e . r -> 00 "~ a + 0 
But e and 6 are a r b i t r a r y , so that 
lim i n f p{ |z| :> r a } > jjj , a > 1 . 
r -» 00 
The corollary now follows on combining the l a s t r e s u l t with (42). 
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Chapter 4-
A Simple Unsymmetric Random Walk i n the Half 
and Quarter Planes 
4.1. Suppose a p a r t i c l e performs a simple random walk on 
a two-dimensional l a t t i c e of points (x,y), where x,y = 0, +1, 
+2,... , and l e t X n be the position of the p a r t i c l e at time n. 
Let the one step t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t i e s be defined by 
P 1(x,y;x',y') = P l X ^ t x ' . y O l x ^ C x . y ) ! , n = 1,2,... , 
which takes the values p^, q.( when (x',y') i s immediately to 
the r i g h t or l e f t respectively of (x,y), and takes the values 
Pg, §2 w n e n (x',y') i s immediately above or below 
respectively (x,y), where p n, q^, p^, q 2 are positive 
constants and V^+Q^+V2+^2 = Hense [11] has shown that 
the n step t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t i e s 
P n(x,y;x',y') = PlX n + m=(x',y')|X m=(x,y)], n,m > 0, 
are given by 
II ( v'p^q^cosa + /p 2q 2cos|3 ) ncos a(x'-x) cos 3(y'-y) da dp , 
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where the double integration i s to be taken over the square 
-•K < a < %, -;c _< (3 _< 7c, unless otherwise stated. By 
using a r e f l e c t i o n argument, UenEe i n [ l l ] showed thai^ i f 
each point of the x axis i s made absorbing, the n step 
t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t i e s in the upper half plane become 
(1) P n(x,y;x',y') - | ^ | y pn(x,-yjx',y«) 
2 n + l /p 1 ffZ faff'' x 
(2) 
Si ( /p^q-^cosa + V p ^ q 2 c o s ( 3 ) n , ? o s a(x'-x) sin py' s i n (3y da d£, 
where multiplying by (<l?/^2^ replaces p2y by i n 
p n(x,-y;x',y'), and thus the negative term in ( l ) accounts 
for those paths in the whole plane which reach the x axis 
before (x',y')-, A similar argument shows that the n step 
tr a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t i e s i n the positive quarter plane with 
absorbing axes are given by 
„ / •. x'-x / \y'-v 
^ f f P i \ — i * J r r x 
//(V p^q^cosa + Vp 2q 2cos(3) nsin ax' s i n ax s i n (3y' s i n (3y da dp. 
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Various questions are now investigated on the d i s t r i b u t -
ion of f i r s t h i t s on the axes i n the half and quarter planes. 
For the upper half plane case with p,^  / Sg' ^ ^ s s^ 0 1 , v n that, 
s t a r t i n g at (0,y), the distribution of f i r s t h i t s on the x 
axis, given that the a x i s i s reached at a l l , obeys the central 
l i m i t law as y -* oo. But when p 9 = and p^ ^ q^, the 
distr i b u t i o n of f i r s t h i t s on the x axis, when suitably 
normalised, tends to the stable law cf order -g- as y -* oo. 
In the case of the quarter plane, i t i s found that similar 
r e s u l t s hold f or each axis considered, except when the expect-
ed step of the random walk in perpendicular to the axis 
considered. 
4.2. I n the case of the random walk i n the upper half 
plane, l e t S(y) bo the point of the x axis which i s reached 
f i r s t s t a r t i n g from (o,y), i f the x axis i s reached at a l l , 
and l e t S(y) be undefined otherwise.. Using (2) and the 
transformation 
(3) 2 Vp 2q 2co5h = 1 - 2 V p ^ c o s a, with y. > 0. 
Hfcnze [11] showed that 
t \ m t i y_ 
(4) P{s(y)=m! = jJfef 2 J * z-y* cos am da. 
\ q l ; \ q 2 / a = ~ * 
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By changing the path of integration i n the complex a plans, 
i t i s now possible t o obt a i n the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c f u n c t i o n 
cp^(u) of the d i s t r i b u t i o n of S(y) :, where 
9 y ( u ) = $ [ e i u S ^ | = Z P;[S(y)=m] e i u r a. 
y m=-oo 
The t r a n s f o r m a t i o n (3) may be generalised f o r complex a by 
putting 
1 - 2 Vp q. cos a 
(5) « = 1 1 
2 
and then l e t t i n g 
(6) t = 4 - a 2 - i ) i , 
To make t a n a l y t i c , the 4 plane i s cut along -1 < K, < 1. 
Then I|F i s an a n a l y t i c f u n c t i o n of a, w i t h a = u+iv , i f the 
a plane i s cut along 
u = 2r%, r = 0,+l,+2,... , 
( ? ) 1 - 2 ^ 2 . 1 + 2 ^ 2 . 
^ < cosh v < • 
2 ' 2 V p ^ 
For r e a l a, + ( a ) = e ^ and i s even, so t h a t (4) becomes 
(8) P{ S(y)=m] = ± \ ^ f h \ 2 / [t(«)jy e - i a m da . 
- I l l -
Now l e t a = l o g "/p^/q^ . Then 
P l + q l 1 - 2 V p 2 q ? cosh a = zZZT < "~ > 
2/p 1q 1 2 
w i t h e q u a l i t y only when = q_2' Hence from (7), ?(a) i s 
a n a l y t i c i n the r e g i o n -n < u < n, 0 _< |v| < |a|, where 
o. = u+iv, except f o r s i n g u l a r i t i e s a t a = +ia when V2=(i-2t 
a t which ilf(a) i s continuous. Therefore, using Cauchy's 
theorem f o r contour i n t e g r a l s , i t f o l l o w s from (8) t h a t 
Pls(y)=mj = 
m 
iam t(a + / + / da q 
%-xa 7i-ia 
(9 
W •<•>)' © 
m •rc-ia [ /'p iam da 2% - f t - i a 
7C iam / q>(u) 2* 7t 
where • 
f) * ( u - i a ) logV p,/q q>(u) (10 
I t i s e a s i l y v e r i f i e d t h a t { ( p ( u ) ] y i s Riemann i n t e g r a b l e 
over -% <_ u _< %, so t h a t ?/-?(u)]y i s of bounded v a r i a t i o n 
over -% £ u £ Therefoi'e by Jordan's t e s t [<p(u)J y i s 
equal t o the sum of i t s F o u r i e r s e r i e s , and thus, from (9) 
and (10), the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c : f u n c t i o n of S(y) i s 
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oo 
(11) q> (u) = 2 F ( S ( y ) = m i e i u m = )q>(u)j y. y m=- oo 
By considering only the behaviour of the random walk i n the 
y d i r e c t i o n , or by using the above formula, i t f o l l o w s t h a t 
Suppose 7»'r i s the displacement i n the x d i r e c t i o n 
between the time when the l i n e y = r i s f i r s t reached, 
supposing t h a t t h i s event d.oes occur, and the time when the 
l i n e y = r-1 i s f i r s t reached, i f t h i s event occurs a t a l l . 
Then the random v a r i a b l e s W , r = l , 2 , . . . , are independent, 
and each has the same d i s t r i b u t i o n as S ( l ) and, from ( l l ) , 
the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c f u n c t i o n <p(u).. Thus S(y) = 7/^ +. ..+Wy , 
where t h i s sum must be undefined i f one of the summands does 
not occur. By a p p l y i n g an. improved v e r s i o n of the c e n t r a l 
l i m i t theorem when Pg Ir, > the f o l l o w i n g r e s u l t may be 
obtained, w i t h an e r r o r term which i s used when the quarter 
plane case i s considered l a t e r . 
Theorem 1. I f p„ / q 9 , then as y -* oo , 
(12) Z PlS(y)=m| = !<p(0)j y = [ m i n ( l i , q 2 / p 2 P . m=-oo 
P S(y W 
fe} * ( f a r " * ) 
m i n ( l , q 0 / P o ) l 





, p i + q i + p z + q 2 / p r q A 2 
t _ 2 / n 
5 ( t ) = a r f t = ( l / f 2 t o ) J e 3 / £- ds 
Proof: I t i s e a s i l y found t h a t , when p 2 / q 2 , 
<p'(0) = i | i m i n ( l , q £ / p 2 ) , 
y " ( o ) = - ( ' A n 2 ) m i n ( l , q 2 / p 2 ) , 
and (?(u) has a f i n i t e f o u r t h d e r i v a t i v e a t u = 0. 
Hence, using (12), cp(u)/min(l,q 0/p r )) i s the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c 
f u n c t i o n of a random v a r i a b l e which i s f i n i t e w i t h p r o b a b l e -
s' 
iy 1 , has mean u , variance o~ , and a f i n i t e t h i r d 
moment. Since S(y) i s the sum of y independent random 
v a r i a b l e s , each w i t h the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c f u n c t i o n <?(u), the 
theorem now f o l l o w s from a r e s u l t on convergence t o the 
normal law given by G-nedenko and Kolmogorov i n [ 9 ] , §40, 
Theorem 1. 
The connection between the l i m i t i n g behaviours i n the 
cases p^ > q 2 an<3- P2 < '1? ^ s ^ n * " a c " t a special case of a 
general r e s u l t obtained by O'N. Waugh i n 'Conditioned Markov 
Processes' [24]. 
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V/hen Pg = q 2 > i t f o l l o w s from (12) t h a t the x a x i s i s 
reached w i t h p r o b a b i l i t y 1 . However the analysis used 
v.-hen p£ j£ c l e a r l y breaks down when p^ = q,? since cp(u) 
i s then not a n a l y t i c a t u = 0 . A method given by 
Gnedenko and Kolmogorov i n [9], §39 and §40, i s now adapted 
t o cover t h i s case. Theorem 1 i n [9], §39s may be modified 
as f o l l o w s by r e p l a c i n g the second c o n d i t i o n and adding an 
e x t r a c o n d i t i o n . 
Theorem. Let A, T, and e > 0 be constants, F ( x ) a non 
decreasing f u n c t i o n , and G-(.x) a f u n c t i o n of bounded 
oo ^ 
v a r i a t i o n . Suppose f ( t ) = / e dP(x) and g ( t ) = 
oo -°° 
/ e l t x d&(x) . I f -oo 
1. F(-oo) = G-(-oo) and P(oo) = C-(oo) ; 
2. There e x i s t s -n > 0 such t h a t F(x) and G-(x) = 
0(e T 1° X) as x - oo ; 
3. &'(x) e x i s t s f o r a l l x and |&'(x)| < A ; 
4. / 
- T 
1 f ( t ) - f i ( t ) d t = e ; t 
5. For t r e a l and r\ > 0 
f ( t + i r | ) - g ( t + i r | ) = 0 ( | t + i r i | ) as t -» 0 and r\ - 0+, 
then t o every number k > 1 there corresponds a f i n i t e 
p o s i t i v e number c(k ) depending only on k such t h a t 
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| F ( x ) - & ( x ) | < k | j + c ( k ) f . 
Proof '• As i n the proof of the o r i g i n a l theorem, i t i s 
s u f f i c i e n t t o consider the case A. = T = 1, and then introduce 
the f u n c t i o n s 
(0 , | t | > 1, 
and h ( t ) = J 2 ( l - | b ! ) 3 , | t | < 1, 
Cl-6-t^i-611i 3, 0 < | t | < 
oo 
where h ( t ) = / e 1 ^ H(x) dx 
-oo 
I t i s e a s i l y v e r i f i e d , using c o n d i t i o n 2 and p a r t i a l 
i n t e g r a t i o n when x < 0, thai; the i n t e g r a l s f o r f ( t + r n ) and 
g ( t + i r | ) converge l o c a l l y u n i f o r m l y f o r r e a l t and uni f o r m l y 
f o r Ti when 0 < T) < constant < -n . I t may then be shown 
t h a t f ( t + i r i ) and g ( t + i r | ) are continuous i n r\ when 
0 < n < constant < TI , l o c a l l y u n i f o r m l y f o r r e a l t . On 
i n t e g r a t i n g by p a r t s , 
f ( t + i T ) ) - ? ( t + i T 1 ) = ^ (i t - T , ) i F ( x ) _ G ( x ) j d X j 
- i ( . t + i T i ; -oo ' o < •(] < T] . o 
00 
Let v ( x ) = ; H(x-y) e _ T C r [ F ( y ) - G ( y ) ] dy, 0 < n < r\. 
<] -OO ° 
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Then i f 0 < r\ < r\ , 
o 
f ( t + r n ) - g ( t + i n ) , /. \ °r i t x / \ , 
- i ( t + i - n ) h ( t ) = L 8 v n ( x ) ^ " 
and, since v ^ ( x ) ^ s i n t e g r a b l s over (-«3,«>) and i s of 
bounded v a r i a t i o n over any f i n i t e i n t e r v a l , 
f \ 1 T - i t x f ( t - r i r i ) - f f ( t + i r ) ) , , ,s n. 
Tl ' 27C -OO - i ( t + r n ; ' 
Hence, using the d e f i n i t i o n of v r j ( x ) a n <^ n o t i n g t h a t 
h ( t ) = 0 f o r | t | > 1, 
7 o H ( x - y ) e ^ { F ( y ) - & ( y ) ] d y = i / e " i t x ^ f o f f i ^ h ( t ) d t , 
The proof of the modified theorem now f o l l o w s w i t h o u t any 
change from the methods used a f t e r equation (3) i n the proof 
of the o r i g i n a l theorem. 
The f o l l o w i n g r e s u l t may be obtained using t h i s , l a s t 
theorem, w i t h an e r r o r term which i s needed l a t e r when the 
quarter plane case i s considered. The a c t u a l l i m i t i n g 
behaviour of S(y) might be a n t i c i p a t e d by f i r s t l y observing 
only the v e r t i c a l motion of the; random walk and using a 
r e s u l t f o r the f i r s t passage time through the x a x i s 
analogous t o t h a t given by F e l l e r i n [ 7 ] (Chapter I I I , 
s e c t i o n 8 ( c ) ) f o r the l i m i t i n g behaviour of the f i r s t 
passage time of the simple random walk i n one dimension. 
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The l i m i t i n g behaviour of S(y) i s then obtai2ied by an 
argument s i m i l a r t o t h a t used i n the l a s t section of 
chapter 3 . 
Theorem 2. I f p^ > q^ and Pg = > then as y -* <x> , 
PiS(y)<m] = G(m/cy 2) + 0 ( y _ 1 ) 
where the l a s t term i s independent of m, c=(p^-q^)/2p2 , 
and G-(x) i s now the d i s t r b u t l o n f u n c t i o n 
(o , x < 0 
&(x) =4 ± oo 
\{2frY iv e J ^ d s , x > 0 
x~* 
which i s the p o s i t i v e stable d i s t r i b u t i o n of order -g- . 
Proof: The proof consists of s a t i s f y i n g the c o n d i t i o n s of 
the previous theorem w i t h suita.ble values of A, T, T I o , and 
e , t a k i n g 
F(x) = P j S ( y ) < c y 2 x ] 
Condition 1 i s s a t i s f i e d since the x a x i s i s reached w i t h 
p r o b a b i l i t y 1 . I f the motion i n the x d i r e c t i o n only i 
considered, w i t h o u t the x axis being absorbing, i t i s 
e a s i l y shown t h a t the random walk reaches a distance m > 0 
to the l e f t of i t s s t a r t i n g p o i n t w i t h p r o b a b i l i t y (q-j/p^)* 1 m 
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I t f o l l o w s t h a t 
P i S ( y ) < x j < ( p 1 / q 1 ) X when x < 0, 
so t h a t c o n d i t i o n 2 i s s a t i s f i e d w i t h -n = cy"" log(p^/q^) . 
By using the. same type of contour change as i n (9), which 
establishes t h a t <f>(u) i s the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c f u n c t i o n of the 
d i s t r i b u t i o n f u n c t i o n P { S ( y ) < x j , i t i s e a s i l y v e r i f i e d t h a t , 
i f u i s r e a l and 0 < v < log(p^/q^) , 
I PiS(y)=mJ e ( i u ~ v ) = fa(u+iv)}y. 
m =-oo 
2 
Hence, i f 0 < r\ < cy logiv-/'^) , 
f ( t + i n ) = 7 Q i ( t + i T 0 x d p ( x ) 
—oo 
= 7 j-^)* d F [ S ( y ) < c y 2 x j 
- oo X — 
= 7 e i ( t + i n ) c - y 2 x d P | S ( y ) < X j 
- oo X • 
*\cy2 
But from (5), (6), (7) and (10), i f a = - i l o g V p /q + u, 
where u i s small and -— < arg u < — , then as |u| -» 0 , 
£ = 1 - i c u + 0( | u j 2 ) , 
and <?(u) = ^ [ u - i l o g v ^ /q J 
= 1 - ( - 2 i c u ) * +0(|u|) , 









t+iri - 0 . 
;(t+iri) 
cy1 
Also, using [5], i t f o l l o w s t h a t 
= / e ( i t ^ ) x d&(x) 
= e - [ - 2 i ( t + i T ! ) ]
z 
Therefore, from (13) and (14) w i t h y f i x e d , c o n d i t i o n 5 i s 
s a t i s f i e d . Also since 
| e - ( 2 i t ) * | = e . t i } 
i t f o l l o w s from (13) and (14) w i t h r\ = 0 t h a t 
y ; 
-y 
£&tsfcl| at . j f .-** I t l " 1 o(|||) « 
= 0 ( y _ 1 ) , a s y - > W l 
Therefore c o n d i t i o n 4 holds w i t h T- = y and e = 0 (y ^ " ) . 
C ondition 3 i s s a t i s f i e d w i t h A a s u i t a b l y chosen constant 
and independent of y , so t h a t a l l the cond i t i o n s of the 
modified theorem are now s a t i s f i e d , and theorem 2 f o l l o w s 
immediately. 
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4.3. The r e s u l t s of theorems 1 and 2 are now a p p l i e d t o 
f i n d the l i m i t i n g d i s t r i b u t i o n of f i r s t h i t s on the x and y 
axes of the qua r t e r plane. I f the random walk i n the upper 
h a l f plane s t a r t s a t ( x , y ) , l e t . S(x,y) be the p o i n t of the 
x a x i s which i s reached f i r s t ; , i f the x axis i s reached a t a l l . 
Also, i f the random walk i n the p o s i t i v e quarter plane s t a r t s 
a t ( x , y ) , l e t T(x,y) be the p o i n t of the x a x i s which i s 
reached f i r s t , i f the x a x i s i s reached a t a l l and the y 'axis 
i s not reached e a r l i e r . By a p p l y i n g the r e f l e c t i o n argument 
mentioned i n s e c t i o n 4.1, i t f o l l o w s that, when x, y, and m > 0, 
(17) .Also l e t F[T(x,y) >mj = P[s(x,y) >m] - R(x,y;m) . 
The problem i s now considered i n various cases, i n each of 
which the expected step of the ra.ndom walk i s non zero. 
These cases are determined by the d i r e c t i o n of the d r i f t 
v ector, t h a t i s the d i r e c t i o n of the expected step of the 
random walk. 
Case ( i ) : p^ > q^ , p 2 < q 2 . I t i s known t h a t , i f such a 
random walk i n the whole plane s t a r t s at ( x , y ) w i t h x, y > 0, 
(16) and 
(15) P[T(x,y)=m| = Pjs(:s,y)=m! P S(-x,y)=m , 
(I) 
m P{S(x,y)=-m P T(x,y)=m = P f s ( x f y ) = m i 
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the x axis i s reached w i t h p r o b a b i l i t y 1, and the y axis w i t h 
p r o b a b i l i t y (q-,/p-^) A • Therefore 
P{T(x,y)>0l 
= P[The random walk i n the upper h a l f plane h i t s the x a x i s ] 
- PjThe random walk i n the p o s i t i v e quarter plane h i t s the 
y a x i s , and does not h i t the x axis e a r l i e r ] 
_> 1 - P( The random walk i n the r i g h t hand, h a l f plane h i t s , the 
y a x i s ] 
= 1 - ( q i / P l ) X . 
Hence, i f the random walk s t a r t s a t (x,y) i n the p o s i t i v e 
quarter plane, the p r o b a b i l i t y t h a t the x axis i s reached f i r s t 
tends- t o 1 as x -* °°. Also, i f 6 i s f i n i t e and 
x+(jy+8oVy _> 0 as x aaid y ->», i t ' f o l l o w s from (15) and 
Theorem 1 t h a t 
P ( T ( * > y ) - ( x W ) > e) = P[T(x,y) >x +uy +9o-Vy] 
^ y ) 
= P[S(x.,y) > x+uy +6oVy] + Q ( ( q ^ f ) 
•» i - $(e) . 
Thus, when the random, rmlk..start3 a t (x,y),- the d i s t r i b u t i o n of 
f i r s t h i t s on the y axis tends.to the normal d i s t r i b u t i o n w i t h 
2 
the expected h i t at x.+uy and variance o~ y as x andy-» oo . 
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Case ( i i ) : p 1 < q-^ p g < q 2 , 
Put P[T(x,y) > 0 j = P[S(x,y) > 0 j - R(x,y;0) , 
where, using ( 1 6 ) , (17) and Theorem 1, 
CO 
R(x,y;0) =• L ( p / q , ) " ' PlS(x,y)=-m] 
m=l . - ~ 
< P[-y ££3(x,y) < 0] + Z £ ( p ^ ) ™ 
m>y 
= 0(yB~h as y - oo , 
where 0 < e < -g. I t then f o l l o w s from Theorem 1 t h a t as y - » M 
P[T(x.,y) >0j = P^S(x,y) > 0] - o ( l ) 
, l - * ( j £ M i ) + o ( l ) . 
I n t h i s case u = (p-^-q-^)/J p^-q,. | < 0., so t h a t i f 6 is. a 
f i n i t e constant arid x+uy ~ 8oVy , i . e . 
V q - 1 
»2 ^ ( P 2 - ^ ) 2 
/ \? / Pi +C1-I P9+Ci9 H 
as x and y -> °°, then the p r o b a b i l i t y t h a t the random walk 
s t a r t i n g a t (x,y) reaches the x axis f i r s t tends t o 
1 - $(-8) - §(6) . S i m i l a r l y , i f x+uy+Qcn/y _> 0 as x and y 
•* 0 0 , then by ap p l y i n g (17) and Theorem 1, 
p [ T ( z i y ) - ( x + n r ) ? e \ = P ^ T ( X j y ) > x + w r + a v y j 
= P{ S(x,y) > x+uy+0oVy} - R(x,y jx+jjy+ftjVy) 
- 1 - $(e) , 
since 0 < R(x,y x+uy+0oVy) <_ R(x.,y;0) -» 0 as y -» oo . Thus, 
as i n case ( i ) , when the random walk s t a r t s a t (x.,y) the 
l i m i t i n g d i s t r i b u t i o n of f i r s t h i t s on the p o s i t i v e x axis as 
x and y-» oo i s the same as f o r the normal d i s t r i b u t i o n w i t h 
2 
variance °~ y, and mean x+py, vjhere the mean i s the po i n t a t 
which the d r i f t v e c t o r meets the x a x i s . By symmetry, 
equivalent r e s u l t s hold f o r the f i r s t h i t t i n g p r o b a b i l i t i e s on 
the y a x i s . 
Case ( i i i ) : p^ > q^> Pg > •  ^ f o l l o w s from Theorem 1 
t h a t the same l i m i t i n g d i s t r i b u t i o n s as i n case ( i i ) may be 
obtained i n t h i s case f o r the random walk s t a r t i n g a t ( x , y ) , 
i f the h i t t i n g p r o b a b i l i t i e s f o r the x and y axes are d i v i d e d 
"by ( l o / p 2 ^ y a n < i ^ l / p i ) X r e s p e c t i v e l y . Therefore the 
p r o b a b i l i t y of h i t t i n g e i t h e r a x i s , s t a r t i n g from ( x , y ) , tends 
t o 0 as x and y -» °° 
Case ( i v ) ; p 1 < q±, p g --- q g . 
Put P{T(x,y) >0j - P[S(x,y) >0] - R(x,y;0) , 
where, using ( 1 6 ) , (17) and Theorem 2, 
oo 
R(x,y;0; = ^ ( p ^ ) " p[&{x,y)=-m] 
< P{-y<S(x,y) < 0 j + 2 (pj^f 
m>y -L x 
= 0(.y~ ¥) as y -> oo . 
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I t then f o l l o w s from Theorem 2, w i t h c = ( q 1 - p 1 ) / 2 p 2 now, 
t h a t as y •* oo 
P[T(x,y) >0j = PfS(x.,y) >0j - o ( l ) 
= 6 ( £ ) • 0(1, . 
a 2 
Therefore, i f 6 i s a non negative constant and x ~ «cy as 
x and y -* oo , the p r o b a b i l i t y t h a t the x axis i s reached f i r s t , 
s t a r t i n g from (x:,y), tends t o C-(9) . S i m i l a r l y , i f 
x - 6 c y 2 > 0 as x and y -» oo, then by applying (17) and 
Theorem 2 , 
p | T ( x , y ) - x > _ e l = p { T ( x > y ) > x _ 6 c y 2 I 
I C y ^ J 
2 2 = P[S(x,y)>x - e Cy J - R(x,y;x-6cy ) 
since 0 < R(x,y;x-6cy ) <_ R(x,y; 0) -* 0 as y-»co . Thus the 
d i s t r i b u t i o n of f i r s t h i t s on the p o s i t i v e x axis has the same 
l i m i t i n g behaviour as i n the corresponding h a l f plane case. 
Now consider the f i r s t h i t t i n g p r o b a b i l i t i e s , on the 
p o s i t i v e y a x i s , and l e t T 2 ( x , y ) , S 2 ( x , y ) , JJ a n d o ^ be the 
q u a n t i t i e s f o r the y axis corresponding t o T(x.,y), S ( x , y ) , u 
and cr r e s p e c t i v e l y f o r the x a x i s . C learly =• 0 and 
(o"2) -. 2p 2/|p 1-q 1| i n the present case. I t then f o l l o w s 
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from (15) and Theorem 1, w i t h the r o l e s of x and y interchanged, 
t h a t as x and y •+ 0 0 
P [ T 2 ( x , y ) >0j = P [ S 2 ( x , y ) >o] - P j S 2 ( x , - y ) >oj 
= l-*(-y/°-/x) - l l - 9 ( y / o - 2 V x ) ] +0(x"2) . 
Therefore, i f 9 i s a non negative constant and y ~ Qcr^/x as 
x and y -* 00, the p r o b a b i l i t y that the y a x i s i s reached f i r s t , 
s t a r t i n g from ( x , y ) , tends t o §(6)-£(-6) . S i m i l a r l y , i f 
y + So^Vx 2 0 a s x -* 00 , 
P{ T g (^vSc 7 > 9 } = p ^ 2 ( x , y ) >y+0o- 2Vx] 
= PiS 2(x.,y) >y + eo- 2V xj - p £ s 2(x,-y) >y + Q<r^x} 
= 1 - *(e) - { 1-#(9 + ^ - ) j + 0 ( x "^) . 
Therefore i f y ~ ®0C<^x as x and y -» 00 , 
p ( T 2 ( w } " y > e r - i - * ( e ) - !i-*(e+2e )} 
= $(e+26 ) - $(e) . 
o 
Thus the l i m i t i n g d i s t r i b u t i o n of f i r s t h i t s on the p o s i t i v e y 
a x i s , f o r the random walk s t a r t i n g a t ( x , y ) , i s the same as 
f o r the normal d i s t r i b u t i o n w i t h variance (o" 2) and mean x , 
( where the mean i s the p o i n t a t which the d r i f t v ector meets 
the y a x i s ) , except t h a t a non n e g l i g i b l e term must be 
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s u b t r a c t e d , which corresponds to the p r o b a b i l i t y of h i t s from 
the r e f l e c t i o n of the s t a r t i n g p o i n t i n the x a x i s . The 
l i m i t i n g r e s u l t s f o r the p r o b a b i l i t i e s of h i t t i n g the x or y 
axes f i r s t a r e c l e a r l y complementary, although they are 
w r i t t e n i n d i f f e r e n t forms f o r convenience. 
Case ( v ) ; p^ > q^, p^ = ^2 • ^ argument, s i m i l a r to t h a t 
used i n case ( i ) , shows t h a t the p r o b a b i l i t y t h a t the x a x i s i s 
reached f i r s t , s t a r t i n g from ( x , y ) , tends to 1 as x -» oo . 
A l s o , a p p l y i n g (15) and Theorem 2, w i t h c = (p^-q^)/2p2 now, 
2 
i t f o l l o w s that , i f 6 i s f i n i t e and x + 6cy > 0 a s x and 
y -* oo , 
p f t f r ' ? ) - * > e ) = P|T(x,y) >x + 6 c y 2 l C cy^ J 
= P l S ( x , y ) >x + e c y 2 | - 0 ( ( q 1 / p - , ) X ) 
= 1 - G(6) + o ( l ) . 
Thus when x and y -+ oo, the d i s t r i b u t i o n of f i r s t h i t s on the . 
p o s i t i v e x a x i s f o r the random walk s t a r t i n g a t ( x , y ) behaves 
j u s t a s i n the h a l f plane case.. 
The r e s u l t s f o r the behaviour of the f i r s t h i t t i n g 
p r o b a b i l i t i e s i n the remaining c a s e s f o r the o r i e n t a t i o n of the 
d r i f t v e c t o r now f o l l o w from the cases a l r e a d y c o n s i d e r e d by 
i n t e r c h a n g i n g the r o l e s of x ?.nd y. To the f i r s t order of 
approximation, the l i m i t i n g d i s t r i b u t i o n of f i r s t h i t t i n g 
p r o b a b i l i t i e s on an a x i s of the quarter plane i s t h e r e f o r e the 
same as f o r the h a l f plane case, except when the d r i f t v e c t o r 
i s d i r e c t e d p e r p e n d i c u l a r to and towards the a x i s considered. 
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